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STRENGTH

The startup ecosystem in India in 2020 is
strengthening every day in growth and impact.
History is repeating itself with the uncertain times
of the COVID-19 leading to responsibly disruptive
innovations.
Each day, four startups get founded on an
average, and this number is only increasing.

GROWTH

There are investors for each sector, valuations
are often tearing the sky and unicorns are in
making
decision-making. Thus, startups and emerging technologies
are employing lakhs of young innovators in the
country.
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Just a decade ago, the universe was not as
mature as it is now, or as resilient for solutions
as it is in 2020. There were a few thousand
startups in India, less than a fifty incubators, an
absent mentor community and very little risk
capital available for early stage startups.
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257

STARTUPS MENTORED

STARTUPS TRAINED

STARTUPS FUNDED

Power of Ideas was created and launched
in 2010 to provide a breeding ground for
entrepreneurial growth of early stage startups.

IGNITING A
REVOLUTION
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It has identified ideas which had the potential
to become successful businesses, trained them
to catalyse their progress, and funded in them
to enable them achieve their goals.
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The Power of Ideas was true to its name. By scouting for and supporting path breaking ideas,
it energised India’s entrepreneurial ecosystem and unlocked a wave of ideation, innovation,
disruption and impact.
Back in 2009, entrepreneurship was a poor career choice, if not an undesirable one. While, problem
solving was not an exciting proposition, the mavericks who were driven to pursue novel ideas,
did not have a platform where they could access critical support. While it was difficult to find
entrepreneurs, it was even tougher to find investors, mentors and supporters for entrepreneurial
ventures. The programme chose ‘ideas’ as the fulcrum around which an entrepreneurial ecosystem
could be energised.
The Power of Ideas was conceptualised and championed by three stakeholders – the Department
of Science and Technology (DST) of the Government of India, The Economic Times and CIIE.CO.
While DST supported the program through seed funding support, The Economic Times led it like
a mission with extensive outreach, targeted marketing and strategic branding. CIIE.CO enabled
the end-to-end conducting of the programme starting from evaluating the application forms over
multiple stages to providing financial support in the form of equity and grant to the top startups.
During the four editions, other equally driven partners have joined in the mission. These included
Reliance Jio in 2015 and Facebook in 2017.
Between 2009 and 2018, in total, we have seen about 60000 ideas across 25+ sectors including IT,
healthcare, education, clean energy, etc. We have engaged 275+ mentors and coaches over the
four editions and physically reached out to budding entrepreneurs in 18 cities. In these four waves,
we have undertaken 6000+ hours of cumulative mentoring for 1900+ startups and conducted more
than 30 days of in-depth training for 280+ startups. We have channelled grants of about 9 crores
to 195 startups and made equity investments in 62. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only
programme in India and one of the few globally to have made an impact at such a massive scale.
This book aims to take the readers through the decade long journey of the Power of Ideas and the
impact created by each edition. While the first half goes into detail of the meticulous process of
scouting, mentoring and training, the second half highlights inspiring stories of some of the ideas
and entrepreneurs which graduated from the program to create massive impact in their respective
fields. We hope the book serves the purpose of instilling you with pride, motivation and inspiration.

Raj Jain
CEO
Bennett Coleman and Co.
Ltd. (Times Group)

Kunal Upadhyay
CEO
CIIE.CO
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VIEW FROM
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THE POWER OF IDEAS

Entrepreneurs are not just profit-minded individuals looking to setup successful business ventures.
Instead, they are thinkers, intellectuals and artists - passionate about solving some of the most
pressing problems in our society. This is how CIIE.CO has always viewed its innovators while
committing itself in pioneering the innovation ecosystem for entrepreneurs in the country.
As the chief executing force behind the Power of Ideas for around a decade, the organisation
has overseen and has grown along the rapid transformation in India’s startup ecosystem. While
navigating through the changing technological trends, incoming and outgoing industry booms,
vastly improved investment landscape and readily available mentorship; CIIE.CO has evolved with
time to accommodate the rapidly changing universe around it.
Over four editions, CIIE.CO has led the program right from scouting ideas to mentoring the
innovators, and from conducting highly valued workshops for entrepreneurs to providing seed
investment to potential startups. We believe that accelerators are not just teaching or training
programs, or even networking events. Rather, we percieve them as opportunities to sit alongside
the entrepreneurs, add value to their existing capacity and skillset, and co-create solutions to their
business problems through meaningful connections, paving the way for impactful collaborations.
We help them untie the knots they are stuck with - helping them smoothen decision making at
critical junctures of their business models, and eventually aiming to de-risk their idea/startup for
better chances of success.
Providing entrepreneurs with all tools necessary for catalysing the journey of their ideas to
market, CIIE.CO has provided business mentoring, networks and collaborations, market access,
infrastructure and seed. Over years, we have built unparalleled expertise in mentorship through
extensive network of experts and investors across industries, sectors and cities. To top it all, we
conceptualised and conducted intensive workshops at IIM Ahmedabad, with our own curriculum
designed in collaboration with the best management faculty in the country.
I hereby congratulate CIIE.CO for the illustrious journey of Power of Ideas and hope that it grows
even more to boost more ideas and startups. I hope the readers cherish this book as a living
document with on-going efforts.

Vipul Patel
Partner - Seed Investing
CIIE.CO
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THE PROGRAM

‘Power of Ideas’ envigored to life with the advent of entrepreneurial
boom in the Indian ecosystem. Intensive in approach and focused
in practise, the program involves multiple stages of elimination and
selection of startup ideas, committed to strengthen this entrepreneurial
ecosystem. The four major stages of the program are promotion and call
for application, first evaluation and screening for mentoring, identifying
top 75 through elevator pitches, and selection of top 20 winners after
intensive workshop and Investment pitches.

CALL FOR
APPLICATIONS

Extensive online outreach / Startup road shows / Panel
discussions / Speaker sessions
Applications invited on the online portal

60,000
startup ideas registered

FIRST EVALUATION AND
SCREENING FOR MENTORING

Nearly 2000 startup ideas shortlisted
One-on-one mentorship based on business models
and elevator pitches

1,000+

4 STAGES

evaluators
1. APPLICATION

Budding entrepreneurs, investors and incubators are targeted
for the online application. Extensive panel discussions and
interactions are held in Roadshows hosted across city streets
fostering entrepreneurial ecosystem. Enthusiastic entrepreneurs
reach over online and offline modes, registering on online
portals.
2. EVALUATION & MENTORING

CIIE.CO with its inexhaustible network of mentors, industry
experts and IIMA alumni brings in more than 300 evaluators
each time. Armed with knowledge and experience, they keep a
balance of objective and subjective parameters for evaluation.
Deserving ideas make it to the next round for one-on-one
mentoring sessions.
3. IDENTIFICATION

Applications are sorted to find the top 75 by an experienced
group of industry experts sourced from the mentor repository
Mentor Edge. Mentoring sessions conducted across cities involve
discussions on improving startup business models.
Conducted over various channels, such as person, or telephones
and emails; the sessions are one-on-one guidance sessions for
personal inputs. Entrepreneurs for the next stage pitch their
18 |

business idea to the deciding jury. Investors, mentors, domain
and technical experts evaluate the Elevator Pitches to seed out
the best. Delhi, Mumbai and Bengaluru host these pitches for the
top 75 finalists, who get selected for a 10 day workshop at IIMA an experience that has set POI apart and continues to do so.

Leveraging Mentor Edge - CIIE.CO’s extensive network of
mentors, industry experts and IIMA alumni

280+

4. WORKSHOP & CULMINATION

startup ideas selected for the intensive workshop,
after elevator pitches across cities

The Workshop at IIMA has two parts to itself - mentoring and
Investment pitches for selected teams. It involves custom
made modules to suit the needs of entrepreneurs helping with
initiating, scaling and managing a business successfully.
Entrepreneurs are guided in the classroom sessions with their
Idea Execution Document that presents business model. After
pruning, it gets presented to investors in one-on-one sessions.
The top teams are awarded seed funding and grants amounting
to INR 6.2 Crores each year.

WORKSHOP AND THE
FINAL 20

7-10 day intensive Workshop Classroom sessions conducted
by top entrepreneurs, industry experts, and faculty at IIMA.
Startups present their business models to investors

60+

startups selected for
seed funding

190+

startups awarded grants
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4,00,000 30

Potential entrepreneurs are reached through meticulously designed
promotion and marketing activities.

OUTREACH

Print advertisements of fifty
inserts by Times group

Coupled with old school print advertisements, the new age digital
advertising, and editorials for promotion, the process also involves direct
marketing through CIIE.CO’s vast database and physical marketing
through entrepreneurship centres across India.
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Headcount Cut as
Companies Rush Fund Crunch Grounded Some
to Automate IT
Big Dreams in Startupland
J.Vignesh @timesgroup.com

BY THE BOOK
WILL WILSON

@WAWILSONIV

Sep-17

Cognizant 2,56 ,1 00
Infosys 1, 98 ,440
Wipro 1, 63 ,7 59
TechM 75,58 7

(software professionals)

Jun-17

2,56 ,800
1, 98 ,553
1, 66 ,7 90
78,996
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Reacts to Pain
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2,55 ,800
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1, 59 ,7 91
78,404

RICHARD DIEBENKORN, Still Life with Book
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New York: The all-screen
iPhone X we’re holding
in our hands wasn’t
meant for this world – at
least not this year, revealed an Apple executive in a new interview.
While the iPhone X release date is on Friday,
November 3, 2017, the
original plan was to
launch the redesigned
smartphone next year in
2018, according to Dan
Riccio, Apple’s senior VP
of Hardware Engineering. — Techradar

Mar-17

SOURCE: COM PAN Y REPORT

What’s the difference
between AI and ML?
“It’s AI when you’re
raising money, it’s ML
when you’re trying to
hire people

iPhone X was
Accidentally
Released!

New Delhi: Four out of top six Indian software services companies have reported a decline in their headcount in the September quarter. The
companies are Infosys, Wipro, Cognizant and Tech Mahindra. The two
outliers — Tata Consultancy Services and HCL Technologies — which
have increased their headcount, but
have shown a very small increase in
the numbers.
According to experts, even though
reports of companies laying off
employees have been surfacing since the beginning of this year, this is
the first quarter in which these many companies have reported a dip in
employee numbers.
During a post earnings call with
analysts, MD Ranganath, chieffinancial officer of Infosys, said the
company ended the quarter with a
total headcount of 1,98,440 and during first half of this year, the net headcount decreased by 1,224 employees as compared to a net addition of
5,785 employees in first half oflast
year. In the case of Cognizant, the
number of employees at the end of
the second quarter stood at 2,56,100,
down from 2,56,800 people at the end
of June, and substantially lower
than the 2,61,200 on the rolls at the
end of March. For Wipro, the headcount dropped to 1,63,759 at the end of
September from 1,66,790 at the end of
the June quarter.
Peter Bendor Samuel, CEO, Everest Group said, “The productivity
gains have only just started to go into
effect and all our research indicates
that the industry is going to have to
deal with increasing pressure from
these disruptive technologies and
approaches which will drive at least
40% reduction in the head count for
the existing scope over the next twofour years.”
Executives have said on record that
the impact of automation and increased digital business is leading to the
less reliance on people. In an interview to a business daily, Tech Mahindra’s vice-chairman, Vineet Nayyar
said that the company is evaluating
the number of people and productivity metrics.

“We are looking at increasing productivity through a number of measures and relative reduction of manpower.” Nayyar added that the same
quantum of work with less manpower is the “goal.” The company’s
software headcount has dropped by
about 3,400 people while its total
employee headcount grew 1,245 to
1,17,225 people.
As the $150 billion Indian software
industry goes through its most challenging phase with the rise of robotics and automation, it is trying to
move away from the headcount-linked revenue model. The rise of new
technologies such
as artificial intelliThe rise
gence and big data
of new
are also creating detechnologies
mand for newer
such as
skills.
artificial
“While we will of
intelligence
course carefully maand big data
nage headcount, we
are also
will continue to hire
creating
and invest in critical
demand for
skills needed to
newer skills
grow our digital business as well as
work to bring voluntary attrition
back to more normal levels,” Cognizant chieffinancial officer Karen
McLoughlin said after the company’s earnings announcement.
According to experts, this is going
to be a continuous trend in the coming quarters, and the drop is expected to become only more acute and
across the board.
Sudin Apte, CEO of Offshore Insights said the growth reported by
companies has not been very good
this quarter and also because of
trends such as automation and digital, the per-person revenue is continuously declining. “If two years ago
a project required 100 manmonths
because of the changes in technology and ready material available, it is
only requiring 80-85 manmonths,”
added Apte.
Infosys’ Ranganath explained that
while the revenues grew 5.7% in first
half of this year, the net headcount
declined by 0.7% during the same period. “This is primarily on account
oflower net headcount addition due
to higher utilisation and productivity improvement s,” he said.

ET Panel Discussions on
Powe r of Ideas Start Today
India’s top entrepreneurs to discuss their
journey at ET panel discussions across 8 cities

Jargon Buster

Brogrammer
A brogrammer is a
slang term for a stereotypically masculine
programmer. The word
is a portmanteau of
bro and programmer

Bengaluru:
The Economic Times
kicks off a series of panel discussions across eight cities, beginning
with Bengaluru and
Mumbai, where India’s
top entrepreneurs will
discuss their journey
and how they tackle
challenges while scaling up.
The panel discussion
in Mumbai will focus
on building a defensible and capital
efficient business while the discussion in Bengaluru will address the
growing problem of culture. India’s
top entrepreneurs such as Meena

Ganesh, who has been behind startups like TutorVista, Portea and
BigBasket, Nazara Games’ Nitish
Mittersain and PhonePe’s Sameer Nigam
will be among those
addressing the session on Friday.
The Economic Times
Power of Ideas is presented by Facebook, in
partnership with DST,
Government of India, and CIIE, IIM
Ahmedabad.
Aspiring entrepreneurs have the
opportunity to sign up for the programme until November 13.

Samsung
The Grow th Stor
y

Bengaluru:
The frenetic rush
to start up in Asia’s third largest
economy has slowed down somewhat, with the number of new
technology ventures set up in
2017 dropping by over a quarter
as a tough funding environment
and the travails of well-known
ecommerce companies dampened sentiment.
The number of new technology
startups launched, dropped for
the first time in over five years, to
1,000 in 2017. Last year there were
1,400 new startups that set shop.
Seed investments, which marks
the first round offinancing for a
startup at the idea stage, fell by
53% driven by the angel tax issue,
according to a report from industry body Nasscom and consulting firm Zinnov titled “Traversing the maturity cycle”.
Several angel investors, who
had entered the market in 2014
and 2015, following the steep increase in valuation of companies
like online retail major Flipkart
and cab hailing company Ola, have also slowed down the pace of

Lands One

700
805
1,200
1,400
1,000

on iPhone X
5,0005,200

Piggybank

new Galaxy Note 8.
He then goes back to the
Apple Store where he’d
queued up earlier, and
shrugs by wannabe iPhone X customers, one
with a notch-shaped
haircut no less. — BI

Quick Byte

ANIRBAN BORA

View Point

Mumbai: Preparing the field for
the expected big bang entry of
Facebook-owned Whatsapp into
the digital payments space of
India, the largest payment company Paytm has launched ‘Inbox’, a
messaging service that will allow
consumers to chat and transact,
simultaneously.
“We have realised that besides
making payments, our users and
merchants also like to communicate with each other. There is a need
of social messaging, commerce
and payments seamlessly blending
into one another. One step for us
towards meeting this consumer
need is Paytm Inbox,” said Deepak
Abbot, senior vice-president at
Paytm. Explaining the features of
this messaging platform, Abbot

said besides texts, consumers can
also send photos, videos, live location, capture and share moments
with the built-in camera. Paytm
Inbox is live on Android and will
come on Apple Store very soon.
Apart from the messaging service, Paytm Inbox also includes

Shashwati.Sha nkar
@timesgroup.com

va and Shenzhen. “The funds are going to be deployed towards product
development, as well as research,
analytics and so on,” said one source
aware of the developments. ET’s
emailed queries to Titan and CoveIoT
went unanswered. Sources claim
that the startup is focusing on a wide
range of sectors within security,
from targeting women centric security issues to daily convenience items
such as GPS tracking, digital payments through wearable technology
and monitoring devices for health
and wellness. Sources claim CoveIoT’s security and monitoring features can accurately track the location
of an individual wearing the device.

Healthcare Co DocTalk Gets
$5m from Matrix and Others
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Bengaluru:
Engineering services
company Axiscades has acquired
Bengaluru-based defence electronics firm Mistral Solutions for
` 175
crore to enhance its competence in
the embedded electronics space.
“This acquisition will enhance
our competence in embedded electronics and improve our customer
base in India,” Sudhakar Gande,
vice chairman of Axiscades, told
ET . “Mistral’s competence in embedded (electronics) will also offer
better cross-selling opportunities
and help deepen relations with existing customers.”
Mistral focuses on the Indian defence and aerospace market and
provides technology solutions specialising in embedded electronics.
The 20-year-old firm has had a long
standing
partnerships
with
DRDO, HAL, Bharat Electronics
and the likes and has been their
chosen design and integration
partner for aircraft subsystems.
Mistral has designed over 100
commercially-deployed products
across verticals and has over 40 design wins in various Indian defence programmes. The acquisition
will help Axiscades position itself
as significant player in defence offset technologies.
Gande said the acquisition will
“help capitalise on the Make in India initiative” by the government,
leveraging on deep-rooted partnerships with established players
in the Indian defence ecosystem.
Mistral was cofounded by Anees
Ahmed and Rajeev Ramachandra
in 1997. It has 300 employees and
earned ` 132 crore in revenue last
year. With this acquisition, Axiscades will achieve a 30-40% increase in revenue in the current financial year, Gande said.
Besides the Indian defence, Mistral has a significant presence in
North America in sectors including homeland security, consumer

Thirty articles covering Power
of Ideas

page views

sessions

unique visitors

Tweets on ETPOI, CIIE.CO and
ETTECH Twitter handles

Facebook posts on ETPOI &
CIIE.CO page

Social hubs, e-cells, coworking spaces, incubators,
accelerators

11,14,169

Deal in Short
WHAT MISTRAL DOES
the I ndian defe nce
and aerospace mark et
sol utions s pecialising in embedded elec tronics

Over 100 –

-

Over 40 –
Mi stral buy

-

electronics and networking. Mistral has partnerships with companies like Texas instruments, Airbus, Microsoft and Qualcomm.
With 14 engineering centres located worldwide, Axiscades generated $72.1 million in revenue in 201617. This will be its fourth acquisition in a decade. In 2013, the company had acquired 76% stake in STUDEC
France’s
wholly-owned
Indian subsidiary, STUDEC Technologies India (STI).

Digital Domain
Eyes First India Buy
The acquisition wi ll be in t he su b-$10-m range
THE I NVES TMENT

Digital Domain has invested around $3 million
in its Hyderabad facility
The VFX company, which made
seven acquisitions last year, had
reported around $98-million (HK
$763.5m) revenue in the year ended
December 2016. The company,
which had executed virtual reality
projects for Hollywood movies like
‘Titanic ’, ‘ The Curious Case of Benjamin Button ’, and ‘ Spider-Man :
Homecoming ’, among others, is also eyeing business from several Indian film producers.
Meanwhile, the company plans to
more than double its headcount to
500 by mid next year from its current strength of 205. The 42,000-sq
ft Hyderabad facility will have the
second highest headcount globally
for the company.

Samsu ng has Just Lost Pate nt
Appeal Agai nst Apple i n US SC

Physical outreach - 100 centres and 17 cities - Mumbai, Delhi and NCR, Bengaluru, Kolkata, Pune,
Ahmedabad, Hyderabad, Chennai, Coimbatore, Chandigarh, Lucknow, Kochi, Jaipur, Shillong,
Kharagpur, Kozhikode and Indore

lion in favour o f Apple.The justices left
in p lace a 2016 ru ling t hat found Samsung had in fringed App le’s patents on
severa l features o f the iP hone. T hose
included s lide-to-un lock, autocorrect
and quick links, w hich automatica lly
turn in formation like addresses and
phone num bers into links. — Reuters

Culture and Diversity are the Core to Building a Startup
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Titan Invests $5 million in
Wearable IoT Firm CoveIoT

Axiscades Finds
an e-solution in
Mistral for ` 175 cr

Our Bureau
Bengaluru:
Titan Company Limited, the Indian luxchanging rapidly. Bengaluru,
ury goods company that is
Hyderabad: Academy award winnesh
@timesgroup.com
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last month while unveiling a new
Android smartphone. Eventually,
the Google project will help companies build systems with artificial intelligence even if they don’t have extensive expertise, Dean said. Today,
he estimated, no more than a few
thousand companies have the right
talent for building AI, but many
more have the necessary data. “We
want to go from thousands of organisations solving machine learning
problems to millions,” he said.
Google is investing heavily in
cloud-computing services — servic-
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Beijing: Scientists have
developed a flexible
electronic skin — inspired by glowing deepsea jellyfish — that lights
up when it experiences
pressures high enough
to cause damage. An
electronic skin that can
mimic the full range of
biological skin’s sensitivity has great potential to transform prosthetics and robotics.
They are very sensitive
and can detect slightest
touch. For the research,
published in the journal
ACS Applied Materials
and Interfaces, scientists from the Huazhong
University of Science
and Technology in China
turned to Atolla jellyfish
for inspiration. — PTI

mare for highly-skilled computer
programmers: artificially-intelligent machines that can build other
artificially-intelligent machines.
MARCO AGNER
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NASSCOM FILES The number of new technology startups launched fall for the first
time in over five years to 1,000 in 2017; 53% drop in seed investments as well

Four out of top six Indian software services
companies report decline in their headcount
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TCS & HCL TECHNOLOGIES BUCK THE TREND

es that help other businesses build
and run software — which it expects
to be one ofits primary economic
engines in the years to come. And after snapping up such a large portion
of the world’s top AI researchers, it
has a means ofjump-starting this
engine.
Neural networks are rapidly accelerating the development of AI.
Rather than building an image-recognition service or a language
translation app by hand, one line of
code at a time, engineers can much
more quickly build an algorithm
that learns tasks on its own.
By analysing the sounds in a vast
collection of old technical support
calls, for instance, a machine-learning algorithm can learn to recognize
spoken words.
But building a neural network is
not like building a website or some
run-of-the-mill smartphone app. It
requires significant math skills, extreme trial and error, and a fair
amount ofintuition.
In building a neural network, researchers run dozens or even hundreds of experiments across a vast
network of machines, testing how
well an algorithm can learn a task
like recognising an image or translating from one language to another.
Then they adjust particular parts of
the algorithm over and over again,
until they settle on something that
works. Some call it a “dark art,” just
because researchers find it difficult
to explain why they make particular
adjustments. But with AutoML,
Google is trying to automate this
process. It is building algorithms
that analyse the development of other algorithms, learning which
methods are successful and which
are not. Eventually, they learn to
build more effective machine learning. Google said AutoML could now
build algorithms that, in some
cases, identified objects in photos
more accurately than services built
solely by human experts. —NYTNS

DEAL CORNER

More than four lakh
entrepreneurs targeted

A round up of top tech
stories of the day

Outstanding Quarter for
Alibaba, Revenue Rises 61%

Google, Auto Nation in Car Tie up

she did remember how she was uncertain about telling prospective investors that she was pregnant when
she was running her first startup. “In
my first startup, I was uncertain on
telling investors that I was pregnant.
But, they did support me,” she said.
Ganesh also stressed on the need for
more women in the investor community. “If you look at younger women…
there is a degree of discomfort, there
are unasked questions in people’s
minds—what is their level of commitment, are they serious about it? When
the husband moves, will they also
move? Basic questions that nobody
thinks about asking men. I think it is
predominantly because there are not
enough women in the investor circuit.
Just like a startup needs to reflect its
customer base, (investors) have to reflect their customer base,” she said.
(The Economic Times Power of
Ideas is presented by Facebook, in
partnership with DST, Govt of India,
and CIIE, IIM Ahmedabad)
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The outreach is boosted by Startup Road Shows hosted in major cities across India. Applicants and
aspirants alike gather for the Road Show sessions, aimed towards motivating entrepreneurs and
nurturing in-person relationships with potential applicants.

STARTUP ROAD
SHOWS

EVALUATION

Evaluation, both online and in-person, is a recurrent step in the process, conducted by 300-400
evaluators per edition. CIIE.CO onboards them through its extensive network of mentors, industry
experts and IIMA alumni. Selection process relies on both subjective and objective evaluation
methods, with ever-evolving parameters, to sieve out the deserving.

Earlier known as Startup Sessions, these bring leading entrepreneurs, domain experts and
investors under one roof. They include panel discussions led by industry stalwarts and eminent
entrepreneurs, providing opportunities for open interactions and dialogue to young startups.
So far, more than 10000 people across the country have attended these sessions. Scenes of
overcrowded auditoriums and people being turned back have instilled faith in the entrepreneurial
drive of the country.
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MENTORING
PROCESS

CIIE.CO organises a vis-à-vis with industry doyens, many of whom are a
part of its inexhaustible database Mentor Edge. The mentoring process
can be broken into three simple steps as mentioned below.

MENTOR EDGE

Mentor Edge, a pan-Indian initiative by CIIE.CO, addressed the mentorship gap in India’s
entrepreneurial ecosystem. Born to create synergy between experts and entrepreneurs, the
network spreads across 8 cities (Delhi, Kolkata, Mumbai, Pune, Ahmedabad, Chennai, Hyderabad
and Bengaluru). Each city had its own set of City Evangelists who coordinated locally with the
mentees.
Mentors and experts adviced on strategic and operational decisions and helped aspiring
entrepreneurs with network support. Cities across the country hosted the mentorship workshop
Mentor Rendezvous, getting a perfect fit for both the mentor and startup. Within two years of
its inception in 2010, Mentor Edge grew into a robust network of more than 300 mentors across
India, mentoring more than 2000 entrepreneurs, and in partnership with several institutes and
organisations.

PREPARE

MEET

IMPROVE

The shortlisted startups
submit an IED
(Idea Execution Document)
which focuses on :

Mentors are assigned for
one-on-one meetings with
the mentees

• Customer needs

The focus is to improve
the IED and prepare the
mentees for the upcoming
Elevator Pitches

The mentors help the
mentees improvise their
IED and Elevator Pitches
within the next 2-3 weeks
till they are selected /
eliminated for the next
stage of the program

• Solution
• Value proposition
• Team profile and
capabilities
• Business model
• Funding requirement

Mentoring does not
necessarily have a longterm perspective

IIT Delhi
Startup Showcase 2011-12

IIT Bombay
Eureka 2011-12

IT Madras
CSIE

ISB
iDiya

IIM Calcutta
I2I

MIT
Mobile Initiative of India

IIT Kanpur
Ecell

SPJIMR
Lock Stock Barrel

Startup Garage &
Startup Weekend

UTVi Pitch

UnLtd India

Villgro

iWeekend Impact

ISB Goldman Sachs Women
Entrepreneurship Program 2011

Friends of Women’s World
Banking (FWWB)

Sankalp Forum Global Summit
2011-12

Indian Institute for Human
Settlements, Sankranti

mentors in each edition have held one-on-one sessions with entrepreneurs

ELEVATOR PITCHES

6,000+
hours of cumulative mentoring has happened across POI
24 |

DEL

BOM

BLR

Entrepreneurs condense their business model into Elevator Pitches for a jury of sector stalwarts,
industry and technical experts, as well as investors. It happens in Delhi, Mumbai and Bengaluru,
after the one-on-one mentoring. Judges rely on the gap/problem the model solves, how
innovative/different it gets, who the team is and its market attractiveness and scalability.
The top 75 get to attend the 7-10 day Workshop at IIMA.
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WORKSHOP

The 7-10 day workshop conducted at IIM Ahmedabad is the most
awaited and impactful part of a startup’s journey in POI, with intensive
training sessions and investment pitching for the top 75 startups.

Diverse classroom sessions are counducted by investors, industry experts, leading entrepreneurs,
eminent mentors and the experienced IIMA faculty. Post these sessions, in-person mentoring
sessions are arranged where entrepreneurs interact with sector and technical experts. Over the
decade, more than 500 cumulative hours of mentoring sessions have been conducted across POI
workshops. Its module and structure ensures that essential topics related to starting, scaling and
managing a successful business gets captured.

hours of cumulative mentoring
at IIMA has happened across
POIs

TOPICS COVERED IN
THE WORKSHOP

BUSINESS MODELS AND
INNOVATION

PRODUCT
DESIGN

DISRUPTIVE INNOVATIONS
UNRAVELLED

HOW TO COMMUNICATE YOUR
BUSINESS?

PRICING
STRATEGIES

HOW TO BUILD AND
SCALE UP A TEAM

IMPORTANCE OF CHOOSING THE
RIGHT PARTNERS

PROFITS VS.
CASH FLOW

FUNDRAISING
101
BUILDING STRATEGIC

BUSINESS MODEL
CANVAS
DESIGN THINKING FOR
BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION

DIFFERENTIATING FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

FUNDING
SOURCES

STARTING
LEAN

FINANCIAL
MODELLING

LOOKING THROUGH
THE INVESTOR LENS

MINIMUM VIABLE
BUSINESS

ORGANISATION DESIGN
FOR GROWTH

ART OF
PITCHING

EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION

LEGAL ASPECTS, TAXATION
& COMPLIANCES

CREATING STARTUP PITCHES
THAT INVESTORS LOVE

CUSTOMER FOCUS AND
REACHING OUT TO CUSTOMERS

BECOMING A GREAT
FOUNDER

CUSTOMER
PRODUCT FIT
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The way you people have
managed the entire event,
loved the energy, the
aura and the power of the
event. Hats off to all the
efforts of the entire POI
team.

Thank you very much,
arranging this at short
notice and for all the
support and great
hospitality. It was indeed
a very productive time for
me.

PARTICIPANT

for the Workshop

SPEAKER

I must also congratulate
you and your team
for a good program
management.
Thanks for the invite.
Was certainly impressed
with the maturity of
entrepreneurs and startups.

MENTOR

The quality of cohorts
and start-ups was really
top notch..... I must also
make a special mention for
this great hospitality and
generosity during my stay
...thank you so much!

MENTOR

INVESTOR
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INVESTMENTS

CIIE.CO has invested a total of Rs 12.4 crores in 55 startups over the
Power of Ideas journey.

THE FOLLOWING
STARTUPS WENT ON
INVESTMENTS
AMOUNTING TO A
CRORES.

12.4

CRORES

INVESTORS

STARTUPS
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Birds Eye Systems Pvt. Ltd.

Mumbai

Consumer Internet

POI-10

Boond Engineering Pvt. Ltd.

Delhi

Cleantech

POI-10

Mind Edutainment Pvt. Ltd.

Delhi

Education

POI-10

Proof of Performance Data Services Pvt. Ltd.

Noida

Enterprise Tech

POI-10

iStar Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

Bengaluru

Education

POI-10

Wifinity Technology Pvt. Ltd.

Bengaluru

Cleantech

POI-10

Formcept Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

Bengaluru

Enterprise Tech

POI-12

Greenway Grameen Infra Pvt. Ltd.

Mumbai

Cleantech

POI-12

Leh Leh 7 Entertainment Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

Delhi

Healthcare

POI-12

SLK Mobyzz Pvt. Ltd.

Ahmedabad

Enterprise Tech

POI-12

Smart Cloud Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

Bengaluru

Healthcare

POI-12

Thrillophilia Adventure Tours Pvt. Ltd.

Bengaluru

Consumer Internet

POI-12

Transerve Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

Goa

Enterprise Tech

POI-12

Barrix Agro Pvt. Ltd.

Bengaluru

Agriculture

POI-12

Doux Dentistry Pvt. Ltd.

Bengaluru

Healthcare

POI-15

Taxmann Education Pvt. Ltd.

Delhi

Education

POI-15

Omnivore Partners

Acumen Fund

iLabs Hyderabad

IAN

Pramod Bhasin

Taxmann Publication

Matrix Partners

Vikram Gandhi

Taxmann Allied Services

Qualcomm

Unitus Seed Fund

Tan Prints

Times Internet

Michael & Susan Dell Foundation

Hyderabad Angels

Artha Investing for Impact

Anglian Omega Network

iLabs Venture Capital

Opes Impact Fund

Accel Partners

Navlog Ventures

Sumantra Roy

Meena Ganesh

CIBA

DanGold Investment Corp

YourNest Angel Fund

Rajkumar Elango

GVFL

Venture East

Sanjay Vohra
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THE
EDITIONS
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YEAR ONE

POWER
OF IDEAS
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2010
|

AN
UNPRECEDENTED
START

THE POWER OF IDEAS

Power of Ideas 2010 had a successful launch with media campaigns
covering the new in town program across channels. Launched in June
to encourage stronger entrepreneurial ecosystem, POI 2010 witnessed
16242 registrations.

POI 2010

CIIE.CO

Turning seven cities into learning hubs, the program
gathered momentum by educating budding entrepreneurs,
and giving them opportunity to directly learn from the
mavens.

The entrepreneurs and investor-mentor community reciprocated with a
humongous response, setting the tone for an unprecedented journey.

16,242

419

Registrations in 2010

First stage evaluators

Ideas screened for mentorship

Mentors

Entrepreneurs selected for
workshop

Entrepreneurs selected for
seed funding

3
Entrepreneurs selected for
grants

CRORES

Total seed funding

CRORES

Total grants

N. R. NARAYAN MURTHY GUIDED THE STARTUPS
AS THE CHIEF MENTOR.
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Young entrepreneurs formed a significant bulk of the applicants, and a majority of applications
came from Tier I cities.

IDEAS CRYSTALLIZED

EAST

NORTH

>50

22

MARKET
ATTRACTIVENESS

7

40-49

8

POTENTIAL TO BE AMONG
TOP 500 STARTUPS OF
INDIA

13
ENTRY
BARRIERS

36

48

WEST

<30

TEAM
CAPABILITIES

INTEREST OF EVALUATOR IN
MENTORING/ INVESTING IN THE
STARTUP

TRACTION

32

34
30-39
SOUTH

1

REGION WISE % DISTRIBUTION OF
APPLICANTS

DISTRIBUTION OF %
APPLICANT AGE

2

3

4

5

6

PARAMETERS FOR
EVALUATION

Social enterprise

Startup

Retail
GEOGRAPHY

Real Estate/Construction

INDUSTRY

Aspiring

Others

In terms of geographic spread, Western and Southern India
together contributed to almost 70% of the applications, hinting
at more amenable ecosystem in these parts of the country.

Hotels/Hospitality

Information Technology was the single largest sector
contributing to about 20% applications received. Other sectors
which contributed significantly were hospitality (8%) and social
enterprise (7.4%).

Financial Services
Agriculture/Agribusiness
Electronics
KPO/BPO
Media & Entertainment
Mobile/Telecom
IT/Web
Education
Clean Energy

AGE

Applicants aged less than 30 years constituted 48% of the total
applications, while those between 30- 39 years formed another
32% of the applications.
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*Source: Program Reports

Healthcare/Life Sciences

SECTORS

Social Enterprise, Healthcare, Cleantech and Education sectors
together contributed to almost 1/4th of total applications
received at this stage.

Engineering (incl Automobile)
Logistics/Transportation
SECTOR WISE BREAKUP OF 850
STARTUPS

0

50

100

150

250
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IDEAS CATALYSED

2010

LITERACY

WEB ANNOTATION
TOOL

FRIEDEL CRAFTS
REACTION

BOUTIQUE

ONLINE PAYMENTS

MONITORING AND
CONTROL

REAL TIME TRAFFIC
MONITORING

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT

DIGITAL
RESTAURANT
MENUS

LED STREET LIGHTS

DENTAL CARE

PREMIUM CAR
WORKSHOPS

PATHOLOGICAL
DIAGNOSIS

MOVABLE ASSET
TRACKING

PHARMACEUTICAL
COCRYSTALS

TOUR
ITINERARIES

TRANSPORT
SERVICES
FIBER OPTICS

COLOR DOPPLER
MACHINE

BIOMETRIC
IDENTIFICATION

ROAD FREIGHT
MARKET

THINKING
DEVELOPMENT

INTERNSHIP
PORTAL

SIMULATIONS

PHOTO GIFTING
SERVICE

PORTABLE SPEECH
SYNTHESIZER

ART EXPOSURE
RURAL
INFORMATION
DELIVERY

40 |

ENERGY EFFICIENT
COOLING

GREEN GIFTS

NATIONWIDE
DIALYSIS
CENTRES

SURVEILLANCE
DEVICES

SOLAR TECHNOLOGY

AUTO RICKSHAW
MAGAZINE

MEDIA PLANNING

3D VISUALISATION

SPORTS COACHING

MEDICINAL
PLANTS

DISASTER
PREPAREDNESS
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Aaditeshwar Seth

Information delivery through TV and radio stations
to rural areas

Ankit Sabharwal

Virtual tours

Avlesh Singh

Webklipper: Web annotation tool for real time
commenting and highlighting of webpages

Harsh Narang

Phokatcopy: 'Free photocopies' to students by
utilising the back pages for advertisements

Abhijit
Bhattacharjee

Tech enabled by Indian languages

Ankur Tripathi

Indian Road Transportation Exchange: Electronic
marketplace for B2B road freight market

Brijesh Rawat

Rural renewable Urja solutions

Hemanshu Bhatt

Insolar: Solar technology to be cost competitive
with existing renewable energy

Abhik Bhattacherji

Art and cultural activities platform for
underprivileged children

Annu Grover

Nurturing Green: Chain of retail stores selling green
gifts and green living

Brijraj Vaghani

Real-time Traffic Monitoring System

Hemanth Haridas

A complete video platform for schools and colleges
to access top quality content

Afsal Salu

Providing ease of shopping from home/office to
customers

Apoorva Ruparel

SymbiPC: Accessing applications and browser for
surfing by connecting to television

Cherag Gandhi

Automated system for online attendee
management process and online payments

Himanshu Patel

Hello Taxi: Providing safe, economical and luxurious
transport services inside and outside the city

Akshat Khare

Solar/220V streetlights

Arpita Ganesh

First high-end lingerie boutique in India

Deepankar Biswas

Online creator of multi-modal tour itineraries in a
quick, easy and satisfying manner

Hitesh Mehta

Fiber optic table-top laboratory equipment that
bridges the gap between academics and industry

Amardeep
Lakhtakia

Enabling ordinary retail investors to invest smartly

Ashok Mittal

Delivering high quality and comprehensive dental
care at reasonable charges

Ejaz Ahmad

Customised project development solutions

Irfan Khan

On-demand mobile channel offering

Amit Jain

Movable asset tracking solution

Ashok Jagatia

Intelligent software in automated control room for
outdoor and central monitoring

Gaurav Porwal

Nationwide chain of dialysis centres with
operational efficiency and cost effectiveness

Jay Krishnan

Integrating wireless meters, sensors and
surveillance devices

Anil Singh

Financial literacy website focused on regional
language speakers

Ashutosh Khurana

Complete curriculum on Thinking Development

Gurlivleen Grewal

Amrita: A low cost hand held device with disease
diagnosis and treatment software

Jay Shah

Complete specialised sports training and coaching
for schools on their campus

Animesh Jain

Online gift shop for personalised photos

Ashwini Nangia

Development of pharmaceutical cocrystals

Harish Raichandani

An end-to-end HR outsourcing offering;
a one-stop shop for all human capital needs

Kiran Kumar
Konduru

Trol.ly: Discounts for users and sales opportunities
for merchants

Aniruddha Gupte

Removing the barriers of distribution - for content
owners

Aswin
Chandrasekaran

AVAZ: Portable speech for non-verbal persons to
be used based on their physical abilities

Harjaap Mann

Bringing innovative solutions for media planners,
brand managers and media owners

Krunnal Gharre

Six Steps: 3D visualisation services to help catalyse
sales and marketing communication efforts
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Madappa
Puttichanda

Self learning math program to develop foundational
excellence in math

Ravi Ganesh M

High end color doppler machine manufactured in
India

Shantanu Sharma

Plan and manage large scale developments in
transportation and infrastructure

Vijay S

An online corporate travel solution

Mrityunjay Jha

Specialised in collection of low cost input data and
dissemination of real time traffic services

Rishabh Gupta

letsintern.com: An internship portal reducing search
costs and maximising convenience

Shreya Kumar

Designing a self operating underground cellar for
food storage

Vikram Patel

Trade through unique service delivery approach
using online, mobile and call2source services

Mulchand Dedhia

India's first auto rickshaw magazine

Rita Savla

Education on disaster preparedness

Sreenivasa Pilla

Healthcare: Li5 identification

Viplav Baxi

Simulation based product technical learning

Nalin Avasthi

Mobile technology products company

Rohit Agarwal

Providing software development and pipeline
designing solutions to the Indian E&M industry

Surga Thilakan

iStar: Bringing together training, financing and jobs
in an organised manner

Naman Chopra

A portable power pack with long lasting energy
source

Rohit Gupta

Games with player-focused approach

Sushant Gupta

MicroMed: Aiding the laboratory personnel by
automating a part of pathological diagnosis

Naresh Prajapati

eMenu: A touch based digital menu system that is
installed on restaurant tables and hotel rooms

Rustam Sengupta

Boond: One stop shop for rural consumers (kit
comprising of a solar lamp, cell phone charger,
water filter)

Swapnil
Dharmadhikari

An online platform for institutes to market courses
and administer pre-admission procedures

Neetu Jain

Protect/enhance aesthetic of the buildings through
energy conservation

S Ravi

Energy efficient cooling technology

Thanga vel

Using the voice of an individual as unique biometric
data for identification

Partho Chakraborty

Mobile e-checks: Connects the bank and its
customer through mobile technology

Sai Charan Reddy
Tadiparthi

A 3D movie experience

Varun Chandra

UI which combines text, picture and voice in the
form of a cheap and scalable software

Rakesh Sidana

MeriCAR.com: Providing choice of premium car
workshops with online booking and cost saving.

Sandeep Israni

An online portal for individuals/corporate clients to
give online orders for printing requirements

Venkateshwara
Challagalla

IRISS electronic travel distribution

Ramesh Menon

Clinical chemistry analyser

Sanjeev Srivastawa

Cost effective and quality controlled production of
medicinal plants

Vibhushan
Waghmare

A focused destination site for affordable and
accessible fashion
|
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Entrepreneur

Company

IDEAS SELECTED AS WINNER OF

POI 2010

Aniruddha Gupte

Layer Three Media Technologies
Pvt Ltd

It has created practically unbreakable copy-protection and the most flexible
payment systems, with cost-effective solutions for smaller content owners.
The platform is protected by two patents from the United States Patent &
Trademark Office with three patents pending.

Nalin Avasthi

Mayavi Telecommunication Pvt Ltd

It is an Equities Trading information service for retail investors, with timely
updates about their stocks and price alerts. The user is informed about the
current price through a phone-call in real-time.

Ashutosh Khurana

Mind Edutainment Pvt Ltd

Curriculum integrated THOTS Lab is all about making students think better
and quicker through games on lessons.

Neetu Jain

Aesthetics Solutions Pvt Ltd

It creates a wide range of coating products for keeping construction
structures insulated, waterproof and aesthetic by offering highly solar
reflective, heat insulating & water proofing elastomeric coatings. It uses IR
Reflection Technology & Nanotechnology.

Brijraj Vaghani

Birds Eye Systems Pvt Ltd (Ridlr)

Ridlr is a public transport ticketing and commuting app that’s apt for daily
intra-city travel needs - traffic information, commute time prediction, fastest
route identification, and more for subscribers.

Rohit Gupta

Rolocule Games Pvt Ltd

Creator of Super Badminton 2010, it has created world class games on
iOS platforms, well received across the globe. The inherent technology,
engine929, has a powerful physics engine along with advanced animation
system capable of complex algorithms.

Harjaap Mann

Proof of Performance Data Services
Pvt Ltd

The product provides corporates ability to plan advertising campaigns,and
also monitor the performance for transparency. It uses unique codes linked
to maps, GPS coordinates, and appropriate visuals and videos to cover top
50 cities.

Rustam Sengupta

Boond Engineering and
Development Pvt Ltd

It provides affordable solutions to problems like electricity, water and health
through its network of rural entrepreneurs. It has operated in terrorist
affected north east India, and difficult terrains of Ladakh and Rajasthan.

Hemanshu Bhatt

Insolare Energy Pvt Ltd

Smart Array is solar technology that runs machines at their highest
performance at lowest cost.

Shantanu Sharma

Medulla Soft Technologies Pvt Ltd

Services and solutions which integrate artificial intelligence with group
dynamics to create solutions for safety, sustainability and efficient mobility
in the cities of tomorrow. It caters planners, developers and administrators.

Hitesh Mehta

Fiber Optika Pvt Ltd

It delivers innovative products in lasers, photonics instrumentation, optical
components and subsystems to enhance the capabilities and productivity of
its customers' manufacturing, engineering and research applications.

Surga Thilakan

iStar Skill Development Pvt Ltd

iStar is presently the only integrated player in the skill development market
that brings together training, financing and jobs in an organised manner.
iStar works with urban BOP youth to help them get microfinance and trains
them to get jobs.

Irfan Khan

Neuron Mediatech Pvt Ltd

It collects content on 'who uses what' for internet and smartphones, and
deploys intelligent content through on-demand mobile channel offering NU TV. It provides key analytics and research base to advertisers through
proprietary profile and recommendation engine (P&R).

Vijay S

Etravel Value India Pvt Ltd

As an online corporate travel solution it brings in convenience, control and
cost savings for corporate clients with inbuilt controls, value added MIS
Reports and high degree of customisation based on current corporate
processes and needs.

Jay Krishnan

Wifinity Technologies Pvt Ltd

It combines the smart energy metering, wireless surveillance and cloud
computing technologies into a single smart box which integrates wireless
meters, sensors and surveillance devices to offer an impeccable webenabled / mobile-enabled service.

Viplav Baxi

Atelier Learning Solutions Pvt Ltd

A learning simulations and serious games company that specialises in
immersive 3D and virtual video based training solutions.
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After an official close, the program continued to support the budding entrepreneurs with
other activities. Benefits were extended to larger set of entrepreneurs, with an aim to create
an irrevocable impact in the startup ecosystem. Startups across years and life cycles have been
clubbed under two verticals.

INVESTOR CONNECTIONS

Deal Portal
59 investors (Angels, Incubators, VCs and Seed Funds) joined
the online Deal Portal. It enabled them to track the growth of
investible startups from the program, and to track the progress
of investment deals in pre-meeting stages.
Investment Showcases
A number of startups were able to raise additional funds because
of Investment meetups, that were organised across Delhi and
Bangalore, as well as through online networking.

ECOSYSTEM BUILDING

Better Mentoring seminars
A unique platform for peer learning of mentors, these seminars
were organised across different cities in India. MentorEdge
got the mentors together to discuss the need to mentor, its
philosophical foundation and the challenges faced in the
process.

10
applicants awarded a grant of
INR 5 lakh each

48 |

additional applicants awarded
a grant of INR 2 lakh each

participants received equity
investments of INR 20 lakh
each from the DST corpus

Workshops and Mentoring Clinics
Free workshops and mentoring sessions were conducted across
8 cities for applicants apart from the selected 74. It fostered
several mentors to assume formal positions in the board of
advisors or even invest in the start-ups.
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The second edition of POI grew huge, with nearly 15000 applications
coming in from diverse sectors, and CIIE.CO leveraging the networks
established during the first edition to strengthen the program and
convert it into a proven, successful model.

POI 2012

SECOND YEAR
RUNNING

THE POWER OF IDEAS

NEARLY

APPLICATIONS

Many winners from POI 2010 and POI 2012 have now created significant impact, generating good
returns of the investments, and employment opportunities.

14,808

490

200

Registrations in 2012

First stage evaluators

Ideas screened for mentorship

Mentors

Entrepreneurs selected for
workshop

Entrepreneurs selected for
seed funding

3.4
Entrepreneurs selected for
grants

|

CRORES

Total seed funding

CRORES

Total grants
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Education, Clean Technology and Social Enterprises, together formed
the major bulk of startups which applied in 2012.
Among the states, Maharashtra and Karnataka were home to more than 42% of the total
entrepreneurs who applied. Among the 'Others' category after the top six states, Gujarat was in
lead with more than 6% startups.

This edition was highlighted by applications from more sectors than 2010. With the country
growing more techno savvy sectors such as IT, web, mobile and telecom attracted a very high share
of applications. Education, clean technology and social enterprises, together formed the major bulk
of startups which applied in 2012.

POI 2012

APPLICANT SECTORS

THE POWER OF IDEAS

H-7%
A-14%

G-7%

FEMALE 10.9%

G-26%

A-27%

B-14%

F-19%

F-7%
E-7%
E-7%

A - AGRICULTURE / FOOD / RETAIL

B-16%

C-23%

MALE 89.1%
D-8%

D-8%

C-1O%

B - BANKING / OTHERS
C - EDUCATION / CLEAN TECHNOLOGY / SOCIAL ENTERPRISES
D - ENGINEERING / MANUFACTURING / REAL ESTATE
E - HEALTHCARE / BIO TECHNOLOGY / PHARMA

A - MAHARASHTRA

E - UTTAR PRADESH

F - IT / WEB / MOBILE / BPO

B - KARNATAKA

F - TAMIL NADU

G - SUPPLY CHAIN / TRANSPORTATION / HOSPITALITY

C - DELHI

G - OTHERS

H - MEDIA / ENTERTAINMENT / TOURISM

D - ANDHRA PRADESH

SECTOR WISE DISTRIBUTION OF
APPLICANTS
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*Source: Program Reports

REGION WISE DISTRIBUTION OF
APPLICANTS

DISTRIBUTION OF
APPLICANT AGE
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2012
HANDICRAFT
UTILITY VEHICLES
INCLUSIVE
DEVELOPMENT
GOVERNMENT

INDOOR HEALTH
QUALITY
CHRONIC HEALTH
MANAGEMENT
BIOMATERIAL
TECHNOLOGY

ADVENTURE TRAVEL

MOBILE CLASSROOMS

ONLINE IT LAB

WASTE COOLANT
RECYCLING

ADVERTISING AND
MEDIA

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

MANAGE STRESS
LEVELS

DIGITAL
ADVERTISING

SMARTDNA
TECHNOLOGY

COMMERCIALLY
VIABLE DISCRETE
MEMRISTOR

RURAL ENERGY

ENGINEERS’
WORKFORCE

BUSINESS PROCESS

ENTERPRISE
MOBILITY

MOBILITY

DRUG DISCOVERY

TELECOM
ANALYTICS

FORESTRY AND
GARDENING RETAIL

KINESTHETIC LAB
FACILITY

PRODUCTIVITY

PLANTING TREES

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

CARBON
NANOFILAMENTS

DAY CARE CENTRES

END TO END FARM
MANAGEMENT

ONLINE RECRUITMENT
TESTING

CLOTHING LINE
FOR PEOPLE WITH
DISABILITIES

BEHAVIOUR
ASSESSMENT
FARMER RISKS

LOWERING INFANT
MORTALITY

FUNCTIONAL ART
PHEROMONE TRAPS

EMPOWERING
COMMUNITIES

EMPLOYMENT IN
PRISON
ORDER DELIVERY
WATER PURIFIER
ONLINE HYPERMARKET
RECYCLING
ALUMINIUM CAN
VOICE SIGNATURES
CARBON EMISSIONS
BIG DATA
SUPPLY CHAIN GAPS

AFFORDABLE ENERGY

ELEMENTS

|
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Abdur Rouf

Abhinav Das
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Uses Water- Hyacinth (Natural waste) to make
handicraft items crafted by people in villages and
BPL zones

Manufactures safe, legal, low cost off-road utility

Arvind Nahata

Focus on enterprise mobility

Chitra Gurnani,
Abhishek Daga

A one stop solution for activity and adventure travel
in India

Lokesh Makam

High quality Pheromone traps for insects

Ashwini Rajurkar

Facilitating natural synthesis between rural and
urban India

Dhiraj Gambhire

Automating the process of interpretation of
complex data in medical research

Madhuban Pandey

Mobile classrooms

Abhinav Sarangi

Credit/debit cards without the need of traditional
hardware or POS

Avinash Mishra

An innovative life science software to facilitate drug
discovery research

Dr. Balajith Shetty

Service concept for Waste Coolant Recycling

Mayank Bidawatka

Creating something that will change the way
advertising and media is looked at in India

Abhishek
Chatterjee

An event recommendation engine

Avinash Veerappa

Providing information about a person's risk of
developing any known medical conditions

Dr. Malini
Srivastava

Product that would help measure and manage
stress levels

Mayil Dorai

Developing a scientifically designed pest trap

Abhishek
Kankanala

Communication platform for citizens and govt. to
report and resolve issues

Ayyappan Asokan

A cross platform communication provider

Gaurav Gandhi

To be the first producer of commercially viable
discrete memristor

Murtuza
Haryanawalla

Digital advertising platform to increase digital Ad
spend through wifi users

Alok Chordia

Process that can audit experience in Telecom
industry and correlate it with performance

Balwant Kane

Xint: Functions as a call-centre or any text
messaging medium by accurately handling requests

Ishwar Kundu

Self-innovated products for agriculture/forestry/
gardening to prevent ill-effects to the soil

Narasimha
Buddhavarapu

To connect, inform, educate, and entertain through
various media formats and devices

Amar Gupta

Provides a technology based analytical platform for
students' academic and behavioral assessment

Bhairav Shankar

A product that monitors elderly people noninvasively and unobtrusively

Jayashree
Rangarajan

A retail and B2B initiative that seeks to make any
purchase a positive impact

Neha Juneja, Ankit
Mathur

Solving energy problems of rural consumers with
breakthrough product innovations

Amit Jain

Adding geolocation elements to incoming sales
information from field, for better sales and
accountability

Chandrashekar
Bharathi

Revolutionising delivery of best/next practices in
shop-floor productivity management

Karan Shah

Planting trees on public land with just a few clicks,
comes with a personalised e-certificate

Nikhil Daga

Phodphad!: Providing recommendations of most
relevant e-learning resources

Anil Jacob

Improving indoor health quality for rural women
and children

Chandresh Maithil

'Naani Ka Ghar' (NKG): A chain of day care centres
offering after-school programs

Krishna Kumar

Simplify end-to-end farm management

Nikhil Dhoka

Solving the long standing problem of customer
engagement for retail and other customer facing
businesses

Arpit Mehta

Bridging the gap between industry expectations
versus actual competence of engineers in India

Chirag Gala

Manufactures medical equipments to lower infant
mortality in India and other countries

Lekha Washington

A unique brand of original, functional art, on par
with global standards

Parthajeet Sarma

Designing a process that will generate employment
and facilitate skill development
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Pawan Marwaha

TableGrabber: Serves customer and restaurants by
providing ease of reservations

Sapna
Chandiramani

Ranks businesses based on quality instead of adbased models

Surjith Singh

RuralERP: first Indian language Cloud ERP
application targeting MSMEs

Vivek Pandey

Mitigating the storage and supply chain gaps in the
agriculture industry

Priyadeep Sinha

A kinesthetic lab facility

Shirish Goyal

smartDNA technology for detecting pilferage,
counterfeiting, and providing originality verification

Sushant Junnarkar

AtMyDoorsteps.com: an online hypermarket

Vivek Patel

Helping the businesses to create mobile optimised
websites

Raghav Aggarwal

An online recruitment testing platform

Shyam Agasthya

Creating quality engineers' workforce for
construction, real estate and infrastructure sector

Tanuj Choudhry

An online marketplace for offline classes,
workshops and trainings

Rajesh Moorjani

World's first online IT Lab

Siddharth Pandey

Achieving inclusive growth by empowering rural &
semi-urban communities

Tejas Sangoi

Customer engagement campaigns for businesses in
partnership with a charity

Rajnish Jain

Generates affordable energy from flammable pine
needles from forest floor in Himalayas

Sneha Jain

Employment for the Central Prison inmates in India
by setting up BPO centers within prisons

Tuhin Ghosh

Using analytics to help with educational endeavours
at an affordable rate

Ram Pradhan

Reducing the contamination of the national water
resources by pesticides

Sonal Kabra

A special clothing line for people with disabilities to
make their daily life comfortable

Tushar Chugh

Co-creating products for the society using
interdisciplinary approach

Sachidanand Swami

Interactive industry products for effective business

Soubhagya Sahoo

Realisation of cost savings in the critical order
delivery process

Uma Mahesh
Saraswatula

Jalam: Water management system with the right
cost-performance balance

Sampath Menon,
Sabina Jain, Rajeev
Gopalakrishna

A technology based solution for the primary and
vocational education sectors

Subramanyam
Kasibhat

Enabling students to get the right jobs and
companies to hire the right talent

Vaishali Surawar

Recycling aluminium cans to generate energy

Sanjeev Gaur

A device to reduce manual labour for cycle rickshaw
pullers

Suman Suman

A reusable, pocket friendly, simple, efficient and
biofouling resistant water purifier

Varun Chandra

Using voice signature services to identify and
authenticate identity of a person

Sankha Subhra
Datta

An indigenous LPG gas burner with higher thermal
efficiency and reduced emissions

Suresh Srinivasan

A big data platform for enterprises

Vivek Nair

Converting carbon emissions to Carbon
Nanofilaments with multi-fold applications
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Abhinav Das

Evomo Research and Advancement
Pvt Ltd

SAAVAJ is an ultra low-cost and modular utility vehicle that’s optimised
for poorly-maintained roads. It works towards finding the solutions for
transportation in rural India.

Social Audience Pvt Ltd (Tookitaki)

Building an intelligent Decision Support System (DSS), the product
helps businesses take smarter decisions, and intends to transform the
way organisations do predictive modeling. It aims to create sustainable
compliance programs in financial service industry.

Abhishek Chatterjee

64 |

IDEAS SELECTED AS WINNER OF

POI 2012

It specialises in complete end-to-end experience in geospatial technology,
smart city solutions and advanced data collection technology for data
democratisation. It o ers solutions to make cities smarter, sustainable and
e ective in operation.

POI 2012

Entrepreneur

Sampath Menon, Sabina Jain,
Rajeev Gopalakrishna

Callystro Infotech Pvt Ltd

An online social virtual world where children learn maths, science and life
skills through games and fun. It’s the only game and activity based solution
for schools that is mapped to the entire Indian curriculum for grades I – VIII.

Siddharth Pandey

Leh Leh 7 Entertainment Solutions
Pvt Ltd

Turnkey Solutions provider for skills, age, gender and stamina agnostic
team sports. It conceptualises and hosts community sports initiatives to use
sports as a medium to support noble causes.

Suresh Srinivasan

Formcept Technologies Pvt Ltd

Unified Data Analysis platform, FORMCEPT helps enterprises derive
actionable insights from large volumes of external and internal data quickly,
thereby significantly reducing the data-to-decision conversion time.

Amarsh Chaturvedi, Ashwani
Rawat

Transerve Technologies Pvt Ltd

Anil Kumar, Vijayakumar Kannan

Smart Cloud Technologies Pvt Ltd

SmartRX provides CRM solutions for healthcare providers, including
hospitals and health insurance companies. It o ers cloud based and mobile
applications for patient engagement, health monitoring, online consultation,
e-consult, and hospital marketing functions.

Chandrashekar Bharathi

Ace Micromatic Manufacturing
Intelligence Pvt Ltd

A software products company, India's 1st mover and leader in Industry 4.0,
IIoT and Smart Manufacturing software. It focuses on Digital factory, Smart
Factory and analytics for manufacturing industries worldwide.

Syamkumar Padmanabhan
Jayasree, Ayyappan Asokan

Enfin Technologies Pvt Ltd

A web and mobile application engineering company, it specialises in media
streaming and video communication. It builds, maintains and supports
business and communication applications for enterprise clients and for
passionate start-ups.

Chitra Gurnani, Abhishek Daga

Thrillophilia Adventure Tours

India’s biggest online platform for activities and ‘things to do’ in the tourism
industry. Extensive and exhaustive network of operators and tourism
activities across the country.

Tanuj Choudhary

Skillkindle Learning Pvt Ltd

An online marketplace to list, discover and book classes and experiences
in cities for art & craft, culinary, dance, fitness & wellbeing, music, sports,
adventure and entrepreneurship.

Lekha Washington

Ajji Odd Products Pvt Ltd

Ajji focuses on bringing it’s unique brand of original, functional art to the
global market as well as developing a thriving space for itself in India.

Tuhin Ghosh

PrepGenie Educational Resources
Pvt Ltd (Ensine Knowledge Systems
Pvt Ltd)

An online education provider, with Learning Management System (LMS),
imparting knowledge and skills through best quality study materials to
thousands of students worldwide.

Lokesh Makam

Barrix Agro Science Pvt Ltd

It synthesizes pheromones and designs pheromone traps as e ective
alternative to toxic insecticides.

Vivek Patel, Urvik Patel

SLK Mobyzz Pvt Ltd

It focuses on supporting advertisers, brands and publishers in creating their
mobile web presence, impacting their business conversions and hence ROI.

Rajesh Moorjani

ProgrammR Technologies Pvt Ltd

An online interactive lab for students and enthusiasts to learn, practice and
become proficient in programming.
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THE POWER OF IDEAS

Third time’s a charm and with Power of Ideas 2015 launched on
September 12, the downpour of applications narrated the same story.

POI 2015

ABOUT

APPLICATIONS FROM THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SECTOR

Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited (RJIL), a subsidiary of Reliance Industries Limited (RIL), India’s largest
digital services company partnered the program for the third edition. About 13% of completed
applications were received from the information technology sector.

18,983
Registrations in 2015

First stage evaluators

Ideas screened for mentorship

13
Mentors

Entrepreneurs selected for
grants

|

Entrepreneurs selected for
workshop

Entrepreneurs selected for
seed funding

2.4

2.2

CRORES

Total seed funding

CRORES

Total grants

|
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Maharashtra and Karnataka continued to lead the influx of applications.
Nearly 75% of the applications came from entrepreneurs between the
age group of 20 to 40.

A-18%

H-24%

POI 2015

APPLICANT SECTORS

F-1%
E-4%
A-28%

G-27%

A-6%

D-14%

FEMALE 10%

B-13%
B-41%
G-8%
F-6%
MALE 90%
F-8%

E-7%

C-11%

B-15%
D-8%

E-9%

C-34%

C-9%

D-9%

A - TECHNOLOGY / BPO / CONSUMER APPLIANCES

A - MAHARASHTRA

E - UTTAR PRADESH

A - 15 TO 20

D - 40 TO 50

B - EDUCATION / CLEANTECH

B - KARNATAKA

F - TAMIL NADU

B - 20 TO 30

E - 50 TO 60

C - SUPPLY CHAIN/ TRANSPORTATION / HOSPITALITY

C - DELHI

G - OTHERS

C - 30 TO 40

F - 60 +

D - HEALTHCARE

D - GUJARAT

E - FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
F - MANUFACTURING/ ENGINEERING / REAL ESTATE
G - MEDIA/ ENTERTAINMENT / TOURISM
H - FINANCIAL SERVICES AND OTHERS

SECTOR WISE DISTRIBUTION OF
APPLICANTS
72 |

REGION WISE DISTRIBUTION
OF APPLICANTS

AGE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF
APPLICANTS

GENDER DISTRIBUTION OF
APPLICANTS
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DENTAL CARE
PERSONALISED
MEDICINES
AUGMENTED
REALITY
SKILL
DEVELOPMENT
SOLID ORGANIC
WASTE
PROCESSING
CURATE SHORT
FILMS

|

BIKE SHARING

WEDDING VENDORS

SEAFOOD
DELIVERY

PLATFORM FOR
PARENTS

CLEAN DRINKING
WATER

DIAGNOSIS
OF RETINAL
ABNORMALITIES

SCHOLARSHIP
FINDER
PROBIOTICS
IV THERAPY
SPECIALLY ABLED
CHILDREN
EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTE

FUEL EFFICIENCY
ADAPTIVE CLOTHING
FOR PATIENTS
SENSOR STRIPS
DIABETES
DIAGNOSTICS
AI

COUPLE
AGGREGATOR
MICRO ENTERPRISE
CREDIT RATING
LOW INCOME
SCHOOLS
PORTABLE
ROOFTOP ORGANIC
FARMING

HOME
IMPROVEMENT
PRODUCTS
PLATFORM FOR
DESIGNERS

FASHION LABEL
FOR MOMS

IOT

STORAGE

MEDICAL
NETWORKING

UAV

CAREER PLANNING

ACCOMODATION
SEARCHING

DOG VACCINE

DATA STORAGE

MARKETPLACE

PERSONALISED
CANCER THERAPY

EDUCATIONAL

INNOVATION LABS
COOLIE
RESERVATIONS
CARBON FIBRE
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Abhay Shendye

Program for prevention of variety of diseases

Ashish Anand

Single point security label technology

Greeshma
Unnikrishnan

Solution to monitor and control fluid flow during IV
therapy

Neerav Parekh

Using AI to derive and communicate insights from
complex data

Abhijit Chaudhary

Cloud-based Ad-Aggregation platform

Avinash Ramani

Genomics-based method for personalised
medicines

Gunjan Gupta

Enabling visually impaired people to read printed
text

Nikhil Garg

Coupon aggregator that creates personalised deals
based on consumer interests

Aditya Bhatia

Skill development and enhancement for
unemployed youth in healthcare sector

Bijal Patel

Food and hospitality: Frozen seafood delivery

Jawahar CM

Professional aggregator for non production
consumables

Nikunj Parashar

Designs a special control system for the unmanned
system industry

Aditya Rathi

Incoming call centre set-up on cloud

Chandrasekaran
Jayaraman

Providing clean drinking water through filtration
with energy efficient and low maintenance options

Kavita Kalra

Creating a state-of-the-art educational institute for
specially abled children

Nirmal Juthani

S2Pay: A very simple and safe user payment flow

Ameya Divekar

Creating a digital service manual with augmented
reality

Chhris Rosario

Bottle recycling project

Lira Priyadarsani

Maximum Childhood: Creating a platform for
parents to share their ideas on curriculum creation

Pankaj Sampat

Worked on transformation of water supply system
with Water Accounting

Amit Sharma

Online marketplace connecting borrowers and
financial institutions

Damini Mahajan

Scholarship finder to find funds for higher
education globally

Manas Wadhwa

Wedding vendor discovery platform

Prajwal Kumar

Remote control operated power tiller

Apurva Dave

Onsite solid organic waste processing system

Devaiah
Mapangada

Home dental care service

Manish Raval

Adaptive clothing for patients undergoing extreme
treatments like Dialysis, IV Treatment, etc

Pranay Bhargava

Educating potential entrepreneurs through a library
of 400+ micro enterprise videos

Arati Kadav

Curating, reviewing and publicising short films

Devesh Verma

Bridging online and offline book-world

Mausumi Acharyya

A portable device and a supporting software for
diagnosis of retinal abnormalities

Prashant Goyal

SpeakFluent: Gives live biofeedback of speech
parameters through the auditory processing of the
brain

Arijit Lahiri

Creating interactive presentation using games and
surveys

Dharamraj Bafna

Developed in-house prototype of vacuum frying
machine

Mayur Patil

Aftermarket product to gain more fuel efficiency

Prashant Mehrishi

Provides high quality new teachers to high need,
low income schools

Arjit Soni

Bike share service

Dr Shrilakshmi
Desiraju

High temperature stable probiotics

Moorthy
Palanisamy

Sensor strips for diabetes diagnostics targeted to
rural areas

Prashanth T

A single shot combined contraceptive cum rabies
DNA vaccine for dogs

POI 2015
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Prateek Bhargava

Scientifically assessed career planning with
performance monitoring

Samford Dmello

Mobile Outdoor Personal Electric Transporter
(M.O.P.E.T.)

Shibichakravarthy
Kannan

Mission to enable personalised cancer therapy

V Vijay

Business and engineering analytics company
providing a complete techno-financial study

Prateek Tiwari

Portable rooftop organic farming unit

Sandeep Thakur

Communications platform with integrated data
analysis for purchase managers and suppliers

Shyam Velumani

Cost-effective, personalised & micro-measurable
video campaign platform

Venu Lakshman

Operational technology modules designed for the
Reinsurance market

Puneet Gupta

Platform for designers and marketplace for
customers

Sanket Desai

Marketplace for rural consumers

Siddharth Jain

Marketplace for cloud services

Vikram Borade

Provides good quality carbon fibre products at
reasonable costs

Raghunath Babu

Provides haptic feedback in the IVF Process

Sanket Sarang

Combines data storage capabilities across diverse
data sets in a single dbPaaS offering

Sonam Sharma

Indianisation of drywalls designed as per
international standards

Vinod Tripathi

Platform (mobile app and website) to make coolie
reservations in advance

Ravi Bhogu

Unique no-wire wearable product that senses
3-lead ECG

Sashi Somavarapu

Manages e-commerce sales for businesses on any
channel

Soumeet Lanka

Innovative lab for tech enabled education for
students at school

Rishit Dalal

India's first curated and controlled e-commerce
marketplace for home improvement products

Saurabh Arora

Accomodation searching platform for students,
initially launched in UK and Australia

Srinivas HV

Remote portable photography device for eye
diagnostics

Ritam Pandey

Medical networking platform

Shanmugha
Srinivas

GraspIO: A smart development board that makes
building of electronic projects easy and fun

Suresh Raina

Climate friendly off-grid cold storage technology

Ron Thomas

Enabling remote monitoring and optimisation of
utilities

Shanu Shanu

App providing "Out of Range" reminder to asthama
patients to ensure they carry their inhaler devices

Swati Tiwari

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for survey and
analysis of power transmission lines

Ryan D'Costa

IoT platform for small businesses and industries

Shardha Sud

Fashion label for pregnant and new moms

Tanmay Pandya

Establishing manufacturing plants to extract highly
dispersible silica (HDS) from rice husk ash

Sahil Aneja

Converting traditional mobile repair service model
to modular replacement mode

Sharmilee
Adgaonkar

Developing educational games/toys to help the
overall development of a child

Thomas Tharakan

App and web platform to e-submit and e-share
authenticated documents

POI 2015
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Arijit Lahiri

Ptotem Technologies Pvt Ltd

QuoDeck: Learning product suite that allows one to create and deploy
game-based mobile learning to train, assess and manage large teams,
allowing users to create interactive and engaging presentations using
games.

Devaiah Mapangada

Doux Dentistry Pvt Ltd

MobiDent: a home dental care service, with a unique portable dental clinic
that makes dental care inexpensive and accessible for customers. It o ers
digital technology as a service to dentists.

POI 2015

Entrepreneur

Sahil Aneja

Cellexa Services Pvt Ltd

India's first doorstep gadget service provider that brings end-to-end
comprehensive service solution. It converted traditional mobile repair
service model to modular replacement mode.

Sanket Sarang

BlobCity Isolutions Pvt Ltd

BlobCity DB, is an open-source multi-model database, designed to meet a
wide variety of data storage, fast data retrieval and analytics requirements.
It combines data storage capabilities across diverse data sets with real-time
data analysis, in a single dbPaaS o ering.

Dr Shrilakshmi Desiraju

Triphase Pharmaceuticals Pvt Ltd

Discovery, development and commercialisation of innovative formulations
and drugs for improved health care. It creates range of probiotics, prebiotics and specialty enzymes for functional foods and gastrointestinal,
gynecology, metabolic syndrome diseases.

Mausumi Acharyya

Advenio TecnoSys Pvt Ltd

A ordable and accessible end-to-end eye-care solution for point-of-care
diagnostics. A portable device and a supporting software facilitating
diagnosis of retinal abnormalities enabling early intervention of many retinal
diseases.

Sashi Somavarapu

Marketfront Software Solutions
Pvt Ltd

A cloud based enterprise solution for online and offline enterprise retailers
to automate core aspects of inventory management, order management and
pricing.

Moorthy Palanisamy

Oxys Technologies Pvt Ltd

Next generation IoT platform with body wearable sensor strips for diabetes
diagnostics targeted at rural areas, by measuring blood glucose, oxygen
saturation and pulse monitoring.

Shanmugha Srinivas

Botrio Design Labs / GraspIO
Innovations Pvt Ltd

GraspIO: Graphical Smart Program for inputs and outputs is a partial
hardware-software platform that o ers users the ability to quickly build
IoT and Robotics. Its users can program electronics using iPhone, iPad or
Android.

Neerav Parekh

vPhrase Analytics Solutions Pvt Ltd

PHRAZOR: Uses AI to structure data, derive insights and present the reader
with humanised, targeted narratives. It helps companies make their reports
easier to understand.

Shanu Shanu

Zeolr Technologies Pvt Ltd

RespirON: A smart metered dose inhaler (MDI) for Asthma and COPD
patients, with an app providing "Out of Range" reminder to asthma patients
to ensure they carry their inhaler devices.

Nikhil Garg

Connaizen Software Pvt Ltd

Helping clients to acquire, retain and service customers quickly by deploying
transformative customer experiences. It creates personalised deals, studies
spending patterns of customers, and provides bank driven targeted
marketing solution to merchants.

Shibichakravarthy Kannan

Theranosis Life Sciences Pvt Ltd

A Biotech R&D startup company, it addresses unmet needs in cancer
diagnostics, prognostics and theranostics. It develops innovative products
in the “theranostics” (therapy + diagnostics) space.

Prashanth T

Geniron Biolabs Pvt Ltd

An animal health care company working on novel vaccines and diagnostics,
it focuses on Bio Services and innovation in animal health. It has created a
single shot combined contraceptive cum rabies DNA vaccine for dogs.

Vivek Patel, Urvik Patel

SLK Mobyzz Pvt Ltd

A marketplace for cloud services, it’s an online discovery, recommendation
and transactions platform for cloud-solution business software and
infrastructure. It provides a centralised, easy-to-use and intuitive
marketplace with a single sign-on, unified invoice and pay-per-use model.

Prateek Bhargava

Mindler Education Pvt Ltd

Technology enabled eco-system for career planning, mentoring and
counseling of students. It has created India’s first standardised multidimensional career-choice battery, which maps student’s personality,
interests, emotional quotient, aptitude, motivation and social orientation.

Venu Lakshman

McLen Business Solutions Pvt Ltd

McLen, a global technology consulting firm - strategic advisor and trusted
implementers for leading businesses and institutions worldwide. It has
provided business / functional solutions and technology solutions.
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THE FOURTH
INNING

THE POWER OF IDEAS

Growing irrevocably, Power of Ideas by 2017 evolved into a name
synonymous with the Indian entrepreneurial ecosystem. Driving the spirit
of innovation forward in India, Facebook partnered for POI 2017 to work
closely with India's huge pool of talent, and create growth opportunities
by providing access and mentoring.

1,432

POI 2017

OVER

HOURS OF MENTORING

A database of over 60000 contacts was targeted to drive registrations for the fourth edition. Post
evaluation, 358 teams were shortlisted and were provided with over 1432 cumulative hours of
mentoring.

9,362

206

Registrations in 2015

First stage evaluators

Ideas screened for mentorship

10
Mentors

Entrepreneurs selected for
grants
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Entrepreneurs selected for
workshop

Entrepreneurs selected for
seed funding

4

2.2

CRORES

Total seed funding

CRORES

Total grants
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APPLICANT SECTORS

FEMALE 12%

2017 marked the entry of several new and interesting sectors. The
program received a significant number of applications in Arts & Crafts,
Gaming, Incubation and Investing, Pet Tech and Offline Services
Startups from Gujarat showed a significant increase in percentage of applications compared to
previous years, tipping Delhi, Uttar Pradesh and Tamil Nadu startups.

A-8%
MALE 88%

B-11%

G-16%

G-21%

A-28%

POI 2017

H-11%

GENDER WISE DISTRIBUTION OF
APPLICANTS

C-6%

F-8%
D-8%
E-8%

F-11%

B-16%
E-9%
C-10%
1500

E-29%

1450
1318

A - AUTO / INDUSTRIAL

A - MAHARASHTRA

E - TAMIL NADU

B - EDUCATION

B - KARNATAKA

F - UTTAR PRADESH

C - ENERGY AND RENEWABLES

C - GUJARAT

G - OTHERS

D- FINTECH / ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS

D - DELHI

1130
1000

1041

732

E - FOOD & AGRI / RETAIL
F - HEALTHCARE
500

G - MEDIA / TECH / TELECOM / MOBILE
H - OTHERS

523

268
139

SECTOR WISE DISTRIBUTION OF
APPLICANTS
88 |

REGION WISE DISTRIBUTION OF
APPLICANTS

AGE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF
APPLICANTS

75
0

46

17

13

6

2

19-23 24-28 29-33 34-38 39-43 44-48 49-53 54-58 59-63 64-68 69-73 74-78 79-83 84-88
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TAXI SERVICE
TUBELESS TIRE
DESIGNS FOR THE
DEAF

IMPROVE VEHICLE
EFFICIENCY

SECURITY
AUTOMATION
PRODUCTS
CYBER SECURITY

SMART CRADLE

CLEAN
TECHNOLOGY

INSURANCE
PRODUCT

ATHLETIC
FOOTWEAR

SMART WATER
PURIFIER

AFFORDABLE
EDUCATION

LANGUAGE
LEARNING

AIR POLLUTION
CONTROLLER

MEDICAL HEMP

TECH LEARNING

SOLID WASTE
SEGREGATOR

BLOCKCHAIN

PLATFORM FOR
KIDS
DIGITIZING CAMPUS
RECRUITMENT
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HEALTHCARE
EDUCATION

ORGANIC WASTE
TREATMENT
AI

WATER RETENTION
POLYMER
MOLECULAR
DIAGNOSTICS

DETENTION OF TB

SUPERIOR
QUALITY METAL
CLEANING

INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT

MEMBRANES

PLATFORM FOR
FILMMAKERS

BEVERAGE
SERVICE
PLATFORM

MUSHROOMS

GLUCOSE
MONITORING
SYSTEM
SURGICAL
NAVIGATION
SYSTEM
CANCER CARE
NETWORK
MODULAR AND
SUSTAINABLE
HOMES

NETFLIX FOR
THEATRE

POI 2017

IDEAS CATALYSED

SMART WATCH

DIGITAL ROAD
SURVEYS
VIRTUAL REALITY
SPORTS PLATFORM
UNDERGROUND
MAPPING
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Abhijeet Kulkarni

Process intensified solutions for chemical industry
to make chemical production cost effective

Gopal Krishna

Builds platform for 3D Printing and other digital
fabrication techniques for low volume production

Pruthvi Rao

Making e-documents safe through reproduction
with ‘Near-Field Communication technology’

Shridhar Narayanan

Biomarker-based detention of TB (both pulmonary
and extra-pulmonary)

Abhimanyu Singh

A product-service innovation that provides
affordable, fast, modular and sustainable homes

Harkirat Sandhu

The Netflix for theatre plays

Radhika Patil

A smart cradle with responsive rocking and
integrated contactless baby monitoring

Shubham
Maheshwari

A SaaS-based mobile application that renders
virtual reality experience for customers at retail
store

Jahan Pestonjamas

India's first industrial & medical hemp (cannabis)
company

Raja Sekhar Vasa

Develops and publishes games for Indian audience

Silky Agarwal

Providing quality services for underground
mapping without digging

Ajay Balai

92 |

Provides comprehensive cancer care treatment

Amol Chaphekar

Designed, manufactured & installed outdoor air
pollution controllers

Janhavi Joshi

Inclusion and accessibility for the deaf through
different design and technological innovations

Rajendra Kharul

Manufactures hollow-fibre membranes for gas
enrichment and niche liquid-separation

Sivareena Sarika

A care management platform for doctors and
patients(with chronic disorders)

Anil Bhatnagar

Energy efficiency and air quality management for
commercial environments

Kevin Parekh

Devised an indoor agricultural system

Ranjeet Deshmukh

RoadBounce: Digital road surveys for road owners
to save 50% of road repair cost

Sowjanya Madala

Works on organic solutions for health care and
utilisation of agricultural residues

Ankit Poddar

Motor drivers with inbuilt IoT for machine users like
factories, equipment manufacturers, etc

Kunal Parikh

Superior quality metal cleaning and coating process

Rashmi Chandra

Security Automation products aiming to reduce the
response time to a cyber attack to 15-60 sec

Subhajit Roy

Tablet based application software for teachers and
students in villages to communicate in English

Arayan Kumar
Sharma

Anywhere to anywhere, one way outstation taxi
service

Manasi Bavkar

Improve learning and understanding of healthcare
education

Ravinder Kumar

Blockchain enabled Insurance services platform for
insurance companies

Surabhi Srivastava

Assistive technology solutions for the
empowerment of persons with disability

Arpit Paliwal

India's first navigation system for brain surgeries,
working to be affordable

Mayank Kumar

Empowers SMEs to automate and streamline their
inventory management

Rishabh Agnihotri

A smart line of point-of-sales systems using
Bluetooth-enabled hardware

Utsav
Bhattacharjee

Building a marketplace like Amazon by digitising
the campus recruitment space

Ayush Banka

SAFER kids: Smart watch to track location and
health of kids, with option for emergency call

Narayan Lal Gurjar

SAP, an eco-friendly natural polymer that retains
water for irrigation in drought affected areas

Rishabh Garg

A composite insurance broking firm focused on
insurance product distribution in rural India

Vidhu Bennie

Building an AI based vernacular conversational
agent

Benjamin Jacob

Platform for filmmakers to explore and book usersourced locations for film shoots

Nitesh Kumar

Beverage service platform for urban communities
enabled by automated kiosks

Rishi Kedia

A startup NBFC company that makes better
education affordable to masses in India

Vidushi Daga

Tech platform for learning, designed for students
and teachers for classes 1-12

Deep Masiwal

3D-IP Semiconductors for high speed processing
and data transfer in advanced systems

Nitin Saluja

E-Pancreas: Consumable-less continuous glucose
monitoring system

Rupak Agarwal

Helping an interviewer reliably predict potential
candidate's likely job performance through AI

Vikram Gulecha

OCEO: An IoT enabled Smart water purifier for
growing needs for safe drinking water

Deepak Rathi

Creates a robust sports platform for sportspeople,
with marketing platform for brands

Nivedha R.M.

Trashbot: A patented automated municipal solid
waste segregator

Sameer Panda

Multi-chambered tubeless tire to prevent burst and
increase pressure retention

Vishal Khalde

Decentralised organic waste treatment plant

Dhruv Jain

Improves energy efficiency of private residences

Pranab Salian

A self-serve SaaS platform for protecting
intellectual property of enterprises

Sameer Patnaik

An end-to-end platform to deploy a complete
industrial IoT solution

Vishwanath
Nandagudi

A technology enterprise striving to digitally
transform the agriculture ecosystem worldwide

Fathima Benazir

Florescent dye company with stains for Genomics
Research and Molecular Diagnostics

Prateek Sharma

An athletic footwear and wearables startup with the
primary focus on running safety

Sarang Nerkar

Connects businesses and people to exchange
proximity based real-time information over sound

Vivek Kumar

Cost effective technologies to improve vehicle
efficiency and performance

Gaurav Rathi

A smartphone and mobile web-based language
learning platform

Priyangshu Sarma

Supply chain and network for mushroom
production as a supplement for vitamin D

Shashikant Burnwal

Developed an innovative technology to send data
over sound without internet/Bluetooth/Wifi
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Amol Chaphekar

StrataEnviro Pvt. Ltd.

Designs, manufactures, installs and maintains outdoor Air Pollution
Controllers. The installations are done for free with a unique revenue model
to ensure sustainability.

Jahan Pestonjamas

Bombay Hemp Company

Assisting local farmers in cultivating Industrial Hemp by providing optimum
seeds, best practices in cultivation techniques, and innovating Agroproducts with potential accross sevral industries.

Kevin Parekh

Sattvaponics Solutions Pvt Ltd

Providing completely clean, fully traceable and certified organic raw material
with high bio-active content. Develop solutions for natural raw material
sourcing through proprietary cultivation techniques.

Prateek Sharma

Heelium Sports Pvt Ltd

Building a technology-driven sports brand with a primary focus on safety.
Creating sportswear that’s simple yet e ective in yielding high performance.

TycheeJuno Speciality Tyres Pvt Ltd

TJ Tyres: Proprietary BPPC (Burst Preventive Puncture Curative) Tyres which
is the only tyre globally that prevents burst, cures punctures, balances itself
and increases fuel efficiency.

Shashikant Burnwal

Trillbit Technologies Pvt Ltd

Developed an innovative technology to send data over sound without
internet/Bluetooth/Wifi. Enables businesses such as tv/radio broadcasters,
retail stores, or malls to engage with their nearby potential customers in
real-time and send contextual information on their smartphones.

Utsav Bhattacharjee

Reculta Solutions Pvt Ltd

Digitising and organising the entire campus recruitment space. Built a
software platform that brings together colleges and companies to conduct
hassle-free campus placement processes.

Vidhu Bennie

Dheeyantra Research Labs

Building a complete suite of vernacular solutions for businesses, which
helps them to onboard vernacular customers: an AI based vernacular
conversational agent, vernacular OCR system, Indic transliteration engine.

Maneet Gohil

lal10

Passionate about reviving the traditional creative art forms of India. Merges
the artistic skills and talent of artisans with modern marketing techniques thus making these valuable crafts accessible to all.

Narasimha Reddy

Happy Adda Studio

Develops Indian vernacular games targeting the common crowd. Has a
regional approach in both its presentation and content.

Sameer Panda
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THRILLOPHILIA
THRILLOPHILIA

Thrillophilia is the one-stop destination for activity and adventure trips
in India. With its vast network of operators and activity providers, and a
focused customer-centric approach, it ensures hassle free experience for
travel and adventure seekers.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2009 (Operations began in
2012)

Thrillophilia was recognised as the ‘Best Newage travelling startup’ by Businessworld, and was
amongst the '5 Best Activity trip Planning Website' according to TravHQ. Being continually
rewarded in its ventures and ideas, Thrillophilia was also the '5 Best Places To Work For' according
to YourStory.

Founded by avid travelers who saw an information gap in travel
and adventure activities in India, Chitra and Abhishek started
Thrillophilia to offer activity based travel experience.

Online marketplace/platform for local travel
experiences, lodging and adventure activities

INCUBATED

IMPACT

Power of Ideas 2012
PRODUCT

Thrillophilia over the years, has 12000+ travel activities listed under 5000+ operators across 125+
destinations and 25+ countries. It has served 2Mn+ customers and has a repository of 2000+
customer reviews on the website that helps to keep it transparent and credible for all users.

One-stop marketplace for
travel and adventure seekers

FOUNDING TEAM

Chitra Gurnani Daga
After completing her engineering at Dhirubhai Ambani Institute, Chitra went on to work for Infosys
for a short time, before joining SAP. While pursuing MBA from Indian School of Business, she opted
out of placements, and took the plunge to start her own venture with Thrillophilia.

SECTOR

ICT
HEADQUARTERS

Abhishek Daga
Abhishek holds a BTech from IIT-BHU and 4 years of experience at CISCO. After managing digital
marketing for high profile clients like Royal Challengers Bangalore and Kiran Mazumdar Shaw,
he co-founded Thrillophilia with a zeal to revolutionise the way travel experiences are seeked,
managed and planned globally.

Bengaluru, Karnataka

THE STORIES
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Starting with a B2B business model serving travel agents,
the pair shifted to customer-centric B2C model after 2014.
Once successful in B2B they expanded their reach finding
suppliers and prepping them on its tech and model. Evolving
as a company it grew into nine teams in just three years. The
expansion boosted their operations and morale as they learnt
how to find talent and keep it.

INVESTORS

Hyderabad Angels
Navlok Ventures
Peepul Capital
NU ventures
iLabs
Anthill Ventures

To witness a product develop and get designed, is to see a story
unfold. Over time Thrillophilia has changed, first as an adventure
oriented app and then a version that offered both activity and
experience travel. But changes have kept it going.
Initially headquartered in Bengaluru, it now flaunts a presence
in 72 cities and an alliance with 450 regional service providers.
Different they were and different they continue to be, with
offbeat cities and towns. Backpacked with a strong core team
and a money bag of funds, Chitra and Abhishek plan a future for
globetrotters across the borders. Thrillophilia is raising funds to
expand overseas, aiming to capture the USD 45 billion market in
Asia soon.

WWW.THRILLOPHILIA.COM
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THRILLOPHILIA
RIDLR

Ridlr as an offshoot of Birds Eye Systems Pvt Ltd is all about easing
the daily commute with reliable timetables and e-ticket app for public
transport. Tracking live traffic for daily commuters to save time, it caters
to the the working class that relies on public transport to travel everyday
for work.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2010

Ridlr raised $6M in Series B in 2016 through investment doyens Matrix Partners India and Times
Internet. In Series A, it received funding from Matrix Partners in 2013 followed by Qualcomm
Ventures in 2014. Escalating its reach in 2018, Ridlr was acquired by Ola to expand across Indian
cities as an intra city transit service.

Honks and beeps are an everyday affair on Indian roads where
the traffic turns maddening every passing day. Brijraj who
returned to India in 2008 to be with his family, struggled when
trying to reach anywhere on time. People around him had
adapted but the problem made him cringe for change and thus
Birds Eye System was born. Traffline was their first product that
captured live movement on streets for faster available routes.

Integrated mobility portal that assists in
planning travel around Indian cities and
includes ticket booking, route optimisation,
and live traffice monitroing etc

INCUBATED

Power of Ideas 2010

FOUNDING TEAM

PRODUCT

App that allows to plan
intra-city travel using public
transport with ease and
efficiency
SECTOR

Enterprise Tech
HEADQUARTERS

Mumbai, Maharashtra

Brijraj Vaghani
Brijraj, with a Masters in Electrical Engineering from USA, worked with corporate doyens
Qualcomm and Nextwave Wireless before moving back to India in 2008. Born in Akola, brought up
in Mumbai, he felt that transport integration could change the universal habit of being late. Once
the co-Founder & CEO of Birds Eye System, his product Ridlr contested ‘please adjust’ mentality by
implementing their solution in the local buses and metro.

Early in 2012, this traffic tracking technology was a breakthrough.
But information in itself didn’t change much, thus the flagship
product Ridlr was created to put the technology to better
use. Ridlr with its route maps, traffic updates, alerts about
delays, cancellations and mega blocks became a must-have on
smartphones.

INVESTORS

Clarion Technologies
Indian Angel Network
Quibus Technologies
Times Internet
Qualcomm Ventures
Matrix Partners India
Angel Investors

The app didn’t limit to BEST (Brihanmumbai Electricity Supply
and Transport) buses of Mumbai, but acquired metro buses and
services in 2017 becoming an IoT service provider. Mumbai was
where the story started but the impact extended over 8 cities. In
April 2018, Ola announced Ridlr’s acquisition. With aspirations of
turning local stops into wifi zones, Ola acquired Ridlr has plans to
boost the IoT technology and mobile services further in future.

THE STORIES
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THRILLOPHILIA
BARRIX AGRO

Barrix Agro Science has been a breakthrough innovator in the agrarian
industry in India, having developed an integrated pest management
(IPM) technology that thrives on unique in-house products. As an
alternative to hazardous insecticides and pesticides, Barrix provides
farmers crop protection through eco-friendly technologies.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2012

Efforts towards eco-friendly plant protection technologies have been continually awarded - Barrix
won Sankalp Awards and Innovative Enterprise Award in 2013. In recent past, it was also awarded
TIME India Startup Innovator in 2017.

Barrix Agro Sciences took off in 2011 to find farmers ecofriendly means to control pest induced damage on crops. With
technology and product development as its core strength,
it developed products like Barrix Catch Fruit Fly Trap, Barrix
control, versions of Barrix Magic Sticker Chromatic Trap and so
on, balancing both pest control and ecology.

Pheromone traps and growth emulcifiers to
help farmers manage pest control better

INCUBATED

IMPACT

Power of Ideas 2012

Defying the challenges of time, Barrix Agro has extended its reach to 2.2 lakh farmers, and 2400
dealers across 12 states in the last 5 years.

PRODUCT

Pheromone traps and
Integrated Pest Management
(IPM) technologies for farmers
SECTOR

Agriculture, Biotechnology
HEADQUARTERS

Bengaluru, Karnataka

THE STORIES
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FOUNDING TEAM

Lokesh Makam
A rank holder in his college days, Lokesh Makan found his interest early on pursuing a bachelors in
pharmacy and MBA in pharmaceutical management. Beginning a career with Himalaya in R&D and
continuing to work beside biotech veterans at CNI, Dabur and Biowell, his startup was a brain child
of an informed mind.

In the initial stages, promoting farmer buy-in and scouting
dealers through them was a bit of a challenge. Over the years,
organic farming going viral as a practise has benefited the
startup and enabled its selfmade R&D Centre to yield tangible
results. The innovative products improved the yield and quality
of crops, as well as standard of living for the farmer.

INVESTORS

Omnivore Partners
Caspian Venture Debt

With an extensive background in pharmaceutical marketing,
Makam went on to expand Barrix across 12 states, and countries
like Sri Lanka; within 5 years it was navigating across inter-state
laws and policy differences. Attracting investors for a business
model that satisfies farmer needs is challenging. However, Barrix
plans to surpass these challenges riding on promising personnel,
strong supply chain, and 30 future products for farmers to use as
replacements for pesticides.

WWW.BARRIX.IN
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THRILLOPHILIA
BRISIL

Brisil precipitates rice husk that gets left behind as ash, to produce
silica. Their product finds use in making tyres, rubber products, paint,
toothpaste, food and other industries. Low in its production cost, Brisil
Technologies manufactures green technology products.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

2012

Brisil Technologies was selected to be part of ‘Leaders in Innovation Fellowship’, ‘Global Cleantech
Innovation Programme’ and others.

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

Waste management wasn’t new to India, but rice husk stayed the
ignored sibling for long until Brisil turned it into silica. Simple in
its motive, the startup after launching itself as a service company
in 2012, spent the next 3-4 years working with institutes like IITs,
NITs etc.

Power of Ideas 2015

Tanmay Pandya
As an alum of Indian Institute of Technology from Varanasi, Tanmay pursued engineering before
co-founding Bridgedots that focuses on research solutions for chemicals and allied industries.
Gathering momentum, the research resulted in implementation and Brisil Technologies happened.

PRODUCT

Producing silica from rice
husk ash
SECTOR

Cleantech
HEADQUARTERS

Vadodara, Gujarat

Technology that makes High Dispersable
Silica using rice husk as the raw material
INVESTORS

CIIE.CO

Research wasn’t enough, hence Brisil went on to produce
precipitated silica from rice husk ashes. Eventually their sales
picked up; 2015 and 2016 proved a major milestone for the
startup as it produced customised chemical for tyre doyens.
The project was a watershed moment in their journey, growing
the startup with passing time. The idea transformed, calling for
a change in the way it was commercialised. Turning ash of rice
husk, from something unwanted and unused to an innovative
good, Brisil has established itself as a proud producer of silica
(precipitated or not) with green technology. Using zero waste
technology, 70% silica gets extracted from the ash to be used
among tires, rubber, footwear, paints, coatings, toothpaste, food
and pharmaceuticals.
They are set to capture customers in leading tyre companies for
future. Dreaming big with bigger tyre companies, Brisil plans
to earn validation of atleast 2-3 leading companies before they
expand globally.

THE STORIES
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THRILLOPHILIA
THOTS LAB

THOTS Labs provide in-school program for primary and middle school
students to enculcate 'Higher Order Thinking Skills' using simulations
and experiential learning. The program uses thinking tools and mind
games to develop thinking process in students.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2007

For THOTS Labs, 2013 marked a watershed year as it received Asia’s Best Education Innovation
award at the WCRC Leaders Asia Education Excellence Summit. In 2017, it was conferred with
Bharat Ratna Sri Atal Bihari Vajpayee Award for innovation and Silicon India honoured Ashutosh
Khurana as Education Leader in the same year. Earlier on in 2015, it had received the CII Design
Excellence Award.

Prompted by unrevised curriculum for primary education, THOTS
came up as an in-school development program that groomed
the way students were tutored to think. Born out of the idea of
how mistakes are best lessons, Sangeeta conceptualised THOTS
in 2007. Ashutosh onboarded in 2009 as a cofounder. THOTS
by then, had successfully found its first set of schools. ‘Hobby
program’ got crafted out of various open market games from
around the globe in 2008 and feedback from the first lot of
customers ignited their spirits to lead on.

Thought provoking tools and mind games
for K-12 that can be integrated in school
curriculum

INCUBATED

Power of Ideas 2010

FOUNDING TEAM
PRODUCT

Platform that gamifies
educational content for K-12
students
SECTOR

Sangeeta Khurana
Sangeeta let go of her corporate job instead swapping it for the entrepreneurial road in 2002.
Humble beginnings at home proved true for THOTS as Sangeeta realised that her advertising
diploma or B.Com from Delhi University didn’t help her train her toddler. Her idea to teach her son
translated into a curriculum with THOTS. Versatility could be her second name with her dabbling
across dance therapy and psychosomatic coaching.

Edutech
HEADQUARTERS

Gurugram, Haryana

THE STORIES
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Ashutosh Khurana
Ashutosh Khurana with a B.Tech from NIT Kurukshetra, transformed with his startup earning an
Honorary Doctorate in ‘Philosophy in Education.’ He remains an engineer in his ways and approach
at THOTS and KONSHIUS program but donnes multiple hats as a curator, educator and catalytic
speaker (UNESCO MGIEP TECH 2017). Fusing learning and gaming, his learning systems are
progressive in the manner they prompt thinking while playing.

INVESTORS

Accel Partners
Angel Investors

In its attempts to improve thinking pattern among students of
primary and middle years, THOTS was added to the existing
curriculum by several leading schools. Complete with 17-20
thinking tools and mind games, it used experiential learning
to improve the way students could think. Learner-centric and
friendly in its approach, THOTS started with a few schools at
Delhi NCR growing to acquire 17 schools that agreed to create a
permanent lab and sign up for a five-year agreement. Regardless
of the socio-economic or cultural diversity the duo is all set to
turn homes into learning hubs in near future.

WWW.THOTSLAB.COM
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THRILLOPHILIA
MOBIDENT

INCORPORATION

ACHIVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2014
INCUBATED

Mobident has been honored with a bunch of accolodes such as BOLD Idea award, Abundance
360 Impact Challenge; Peter Diamandis - Singularity University (Silicon Valley); and Frost & Sullivan
'Emerging Dental Service Provider of the year'. It also won the first prize awarded by the Royal
Academy of Engineering, London, in 2016.

AI-based remote dental diagnostics and
portable dental clinic that enables dentists to
provide mobile home dental care to patients

Power of Ideas 2015

IMPACT

Summer holidays for a kid like Dr. Dev were spent more with the
dentist rather than his friends. Caddy Clinic was motivated from
this memory of his, the desire to o er a dentist at doorstep.
Despite discouragement from fellow dentists, he began with
regular trips to college campuses, which soon turned into a full
swing business after entrepreneur Vivek Madappa onboarded
in 2014. They came up with a bag full of ideas - family dental
packs and mouth spas, customer app, a dental chair and strolley
suitcase with tool box and a spitoon. They brought patients relief
and the graduating dentists a job, who got trained at MobiDent
Academy of Digital Dentistry to learn digi-dentistry.

PRODUCT

A portable dental clinic that
folds into a suitcase (Caddy
Clinic)

Trusted by more than 64,000 patients and preferred by 40 dentist in 7 cities, MobiDent has grown
to be a household name. It will now be working on a ordable and accessible dental care in Kenya,
with Kenya’s Ministry of Health.
FOUNDING TEAM

Dr. Devaiah Mapangada
Honoured with a fellowship in geriatric care in Zurich, Dr. Dev returned to India and aspired to do
something di erent in the healthcare industry. While pursuing his dental surgery he kept busy,
attending camps to treat the poor people. Working as a Chief dental surgeon gave him much
needed experience as he honed his expertise over time. Starting with a mobile van for dental care
in 2012-13, he went on to start Mobident.

SECTOR

Healthcare
HEADQUARTERS

INVESTORS

MaxEA
Dangold Investment
Angel Investor

The co-founders started with corporates moving to hospitals
and households. Building a stronger presence within a year,
MobiDent by 2015 had tie-ups with hospitals in Bengaluru,
Mysore, Pune and Ahmedabad, and currently serves 65000
patients. As India’s first portable dental clinic (PDC), expansion is
definitely what the founders look forward to in future.

Vivek Madappa
Vivek Madappa is a Serial entrepreneur who uses design thinking to solve problems. He has a prior
marketing experience at Tata Tetley and currently juggles three disruptive projects. He aims to address
the core challenges of end-user experience and high cost in dental care services with MobiDent.

Bengaluru, Karnataka

THE STORIES
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MobiDent provides dental diagnostics and dental care at the patient’s
doorstep. It has built a remote AI-based diagnostics solution using a
patient's mobile based image of the mouth. Its unique portable dental
clinic allows dentists and equipment to quickly reach homes and offices.
Mobident operates in 7 cities across India as 'Uber Dental Clinic' to
deliver any kind of oral care treatment at home.

WWW.MOBIDENT.IN
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THRILLOPHILIA
TRANSERVE
TECH

Transerve Technologies is a geospatial mapping platform launched
in 2009. It provides data collection, management and analysis tools,
hyperlocal information and solutions to build a smart city. It also offers
products to bridge the information gap for govt. authorities, for smooth
functioning of the cities.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2009

Transerve Technologies was honoured as the third runner-up in Startup India Rocks 2015.

Transerve Technologies, with its geographical intelligence and
cloud app, stores and shares data, anywhere and anytime. As
an IIT Kanpur alumni geospatial technology wasn’t new to the
duo Amarsh and Ashwani but their stint at DRDO (Defence
Research and Development Organisation) got them working
with geospatial mapping. When they co-founded Transverse
Technologies in 2009, choosing Goa as the headquarter kept the
govt. organisations at accessible distance. One tap away, the
Cloud platform used by SmartMu (flagship product) saves realtime spatial and non-spatial data. From hovering a drone over
Odisha, to working with land records and sanitation problems, it
has found tremendous applications for public utilities and Govt.
in smart city planning.

Enterprise implementation of map-based
solutions, asset mapping, utility mapping, GIS,
disaster management using GIS, and decision
support systems

IMPACT
INCUBATED

Transerve has helped to produce 2,00,000+ Mapped Land Parcels, handle 20TB + spatial data, map
4,00,000+ properties, 1.25B data points and 4Mn households. Over the years its solutions have
catered to Defence Research and Development Organization (DRDO), the Goa government’s Public
Works Department (PWD) and Forest Department.

Power of Ideas 2012
PRODUCT

SaaS platform that caputures
data from field agents and
provides the enterprises
with efficient data analytics
(SmartMu)
SECTOR

Amarsh Chaturvedi
Amarsh as a Civil Engineer from IIT Kanpur boasts a work experience of 3 years with the corporate
giant Jones Lang LaSalle. After Transverse Technologies happened to him, traveling to curate city
centric data has kept him on his feet unlike all the coding and programming ever did. His extensive
expertise in web mapping technology has immensely benefited the startup.
Ashwani Rawat
Ashwani as IIT Kanpur alumnus started his career managing projects at Jones Lang LaSalle
but later moved on to manage key accounts at Trimble Navigation. He worked extensively in
technology sales for govt. and non-govt. sectors in India and SAARC. As a co-founder at Transerve
Technologies he aims for affordable technology solutions that could aid the government.

Data Analytics
HEADQUARTERS

Goa

THE STORIES
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FOUNDING TEAM

INVESTORS

Centre for Incubation and Business
Accelerator (CIBA)
Omidyar Network
IL&FS Investment Managers

Service-based to start with, it later went on to offer SmartMu
as flagship product. Regardless of the roadblocks, be it the
recession, scaling down of manpower or remodelling of business,
Transerve Technology survived. It eventually made entrepreneurs
donne different hats and perform different roles to keep the
business afloat. In 2013 it had a makeover and turned Transerve
2.0. Their ‘smart maps’ have been taking care of sewage, water
tanks and electrical networks across different cities in India, and
now even in Europe and South Korea, with guaranteed returns
and a future full of potential.

WWW.TRANSERVETECHNOLOGIES.COM
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THRILLOPHILIA
STAR

iStar addresses the employability gap in India as they work on fulfilling
the need for medium-skilled labourers in the country. It uses mobile
platforms and contract programs to provide skill building, employability
training, and placement services to undergraduates and postgraduates.
Its current product SalesKen is an AI/ML based conversational analytics
platform that helps to provide insights into the sales teams performance
for improved customer interaction.

INCORPORATION

IMPACT

JOURNEY

USP

2009

iStar is an accredited partner institution of the National Skill Development Corporation, Govt.
of India. It has directly impacted over 20,000 students across 10 states through training and
placement, working with colleges, corporates and government.

In its early days, iStar took off as a platform that prepped the
graduates and the post grads on ‘how to’ get hired. The journey
didn’t have an easy start with limited capital, no office space,
regional language barriers and no funding opportunities.
Success, motivation and jobs soon walked in with persistence
and the first batch of employers walked out. Time and placement
tide made them improve their model only to never look back.
iStar, in a couple of years, spread to corporates and govt.
training, becoming a local name with govt. partnered skill
development programs.

Training and placement using skill building
and assessment for students at the BoP; AI/
ML based analytics platform for sales cycle
management

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

Power of Ideas 2010
PRODUCT

SaaS platform to help
organisations better manage
the performance of their
employees in client facing
roles
SECTOR

Enterprise Tech

Surga Thilakan
Upon graduating from IIMA in 2005, Surga worked at Goldman Sachs, London, before her desire
to derive deeper meaning from her work pulled her back to India. She wanted to do something
that could directly impact the masses. She worked for a microfinance company, Ujjivan, to gain
experience in solving real first hand issues of people at the grassroot level, before co-founding
iSTAR with Sreeraman.
Sreeraman Vaidyanathan
Sreeraman pursued his Masters in Computer Science from the University of Colorado, Boulder and
graduated from IIMA in 2005 before joining Microsoft. He quit the high paying job and co-founded
Brewhaha Entertainment, a startup in the retail entertainment and hospitality space. After two
exciting years, Sreeraman decided to take the plunge in education and impact, and came together
with Surga to start iSTAR.

INVESTORS

Unitus Ventures
Aarin Capital
Michael & Susan Dell Foundation

Creating tailor-made products that match different clientele
needs across markets, iStar has been supported with several
rounds of venture funding from NSDC, Unitus Seed Fund
and Michael and Susan Dell Foundation. Problem solver and
persevering attitude, that got the founders geared up to create
large scale impact, also got them building a successful high tech
company.

HEADQUARTERS

Bengaluru, Karnataka

THE STORIES
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THRILLOPHILIA
eTRAVELVALUE

eTravelvalue as a corporate travel booking portal helps companies plan,
book, and manage the travel plus its expenses for their employees. One
of the first movers in redefining how corporate travel is done in India.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2007

Over the last decade, eTravelvalue has ensured substantial process savings for numerous clients
through its intelligent booking engine and dedicated workforce.

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

Ideas don’t wither with age, and 48 years old founder of
eTravelvalue believed in the same. Quitting American Express as
a Country Head, Vijay made his unusual entrepreneurial debut
after years of corporate experience. S Vijay had a simple idea to
make traveling easy by making the booking process easier for
corporate travelers, with a travel booking app. The initial years
taught him well about how to get the recruits unlearn old ways,
probe customers to self serve, and banks to loan despite initial
losses. Doyens of B2E travel sector, the startup provided easy
solutions for all the employees of a company for both domestic
and international air travel. eTravelvalue won PoI 2010 and Vijay,
the New Generation Entrepreneur by IIM Rohtak.

Online travel booking for corporates,
management solutions, low cost solutions,
international travel consulting and
benchmarking

Power of Ideas 2010
PRODUCT

Online travel booking portal
SECTOR

INVESTORS

Bootstrapped

The startup maintains traveler profiles and manages the travel
and expenses through its online portal and e-ticketing platform.
It uses technology to lower the overhead charges, crucial for
pocket friendly domestic flyers. The idea that Vijay began with
has translated into 12 years of fast growing service. He now has
plans to keep innovating for future.

Hospitality
HEADQUARTERS

Gurgaon

THE STORIES
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S Vijay
Schooled from Bishop Cottons Bengaluru, Vijay went on to graduate in Science. His passion for
sales drifted him towards XLRI where he pursued a Diploma in Management. As a student his
uniform changed rapidly across 7 convents. Traveling came early in his life with an Army Colonel
for his father. His startup idea for the travel sector sprung from his childhood memory of frequent
traveling, and he co-founded eTravelvalue after several years of corporate experience.

WWW.ETRAVELVALUE.BIZ
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THRILLOPHILIA
vPHRASE

vPhrase with its flagship product Phrazor uses artificial intelligence to
analyse complex data for companies, in easy to read language: as
reports and chatbot conversations. Phrazor narrates personalised
insights in simple words, with its AI choosing what's best, relevant
and useful.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

2015

vPhrase was awarded the Aegis Graham Bell Award for doing innovative work in data science and
got selected as as one of top 50 most innovative emerging IT product companies by NASSCOM.

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

Power of Ideas 2015
PRODUCT

Phrazor & Explorazor - data
analytics platforms that
converts unstructured text
data into readable report
formats primarily for BFSI
use cases
SECTOR

Enterprise Tech
HEADQUARTERS

Neerav Parekh
Neerav pursued B.Com followed by MBA in marketing from NMIMS. Entrepreneur at heart, he left
his job at Citibank and co-founded eVetan, an online payroll application. Before coming up with
vPhrase he had two startups to his name. The second one on ecommerce proved to be testing
waters for his marketing skills, eventually leading to vPhrase.

USP
JOURNEY

Entrepreneurship came naturally to Neerav, once he faced a glitch
This motivated him to build a prototype to automate
this process. Advertising was just the beginning - he soon
realised that the market for his product was bigger than
marketing and thus vPhrase was born.

Phrazor now continues to write each report di erently, with
narratives which are human in tone minus the bias. It does so in
multiple languages. AI replacing people isn’t new but with Phrazor it
gets cheaper and easier. Instead of a domain expert the flagship
product analyses data, extracts vital insights and then translates
it in simple words, saving the comprehension time and thus
increasing productivity. Over the years , it has incorporated audios
and videos to explain the data better, while adding the upgraded
chat versions.. Neerav is confident about Phrasor’s
potential as it has become the choice of stalwarts like
HDFC Bank, Kotak Mahindra Bank, Unilever, Torrent Power, Sony
Entertainment, Times Network, to name a few. In future, it is set
to conquer the US market and attract more multinational clients.

Converting unstructured text data into
readable report formats by using natural
langugae generation, AI, and data analytics
INVESTORS

Venture Catalysts
Zone Startups
Artha India Ventures
Angel Investors
Falcon Edge Capital
Bharat Fund

Mumbai, Maharashtra
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THRILLOPHILIA
CALLYSTRO

Learning can be fun, and with Callystro Infotech, the school lessons both
inform and engage when turned to educational digital games, fitting in
well in the school curriculum till the 8th grade. CoBELS, their flagship
product, is a pedagogical tool that helps students to learn through their
own actions and experiences, at a reasonable cost for schools.

INCORPORATION

IMPACT

2012

Collaborating with 5-6 foundations across India, reaching out to a total of 3000-4000 tablets used
for around 20,000 kids on a regular basis, the numbers tell a success story. It has more than 250+
real-world games that help in experential learning

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

Power of Ideas 2012

Sabina Jain, Rajeev Gopalakrishnan, Sampath Shetty & Sampath Menon
This game-based learning startup set roots in in the beginning of 2012, at Mangalore with a co-founding
team of four: Sabina Jain, Rajeev Gopalakrishnan, Sampath Shetty and Sampath Menon.

PRODUCT

Game based learning solution
for school curriculum
SECTOR

Edutech
HEADQUARTERS

Mangalore, Karnataka

THE STORIES
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included close to 13 years at Infosys, and an education startup. Though Rajeev has his academic training
in Computer Applications, shifting his career path towards the education sector kindled his passion for
education. Sabina had been inclined towards education since early on in her life. She has worked for
undereducated and under-skilled sectors while at B-ABLE. Her 20 years of work experience made her
adept in networking technologies and embedded systems focused towards social impact through

JOURNEY

USP

Founded in 2012, Callystro Infotech aligns itself comfortably
to the NCERT curriculum to develop gamified platforms. It
has designed 250 competency-based games for classes from
KG to 8th. Customised for the rural sector of the society, the
games work well for participants with lower competencies, and
stimulate the mind to make decisions or choose answers. One of
the flagship games is Mapoosa, a game on experiential learning,
in which students befriend and learn in a virtual reality about the
topics that in a lecture prove to be boring.

Gamified skill development with anaytics
INVESTORS

Bootstrapped

Teamed with programming tech experts, creative writers,
educationists and artists, the startup is a collective dream. A
noble e ort to change the education process in the country, it
has grown in leaps and bounds. Winning PoI fostered them to
market the games on a larger scale and the rest is history. Some
of the notable solutions developed by Callystro include Digital
Experiences for corporates, gamified HR training solution for
corporates (Web/Mobile), a mobile/web based video streaming
responsive solution for a media company, and development of
an Agile PM tool (Tech: Angular.js, Node.js, Postgres) among
other projects. Planning to expand to other subjects, they are
determend to focus on the Queen’s english next.

WWW.CALLYSTRO.COM
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THRILLOPHILIA
CROPIN

CropIn is all about pixelated farming stories with products like SmartRisk
that can be installed on farmers’ smartphones. Updated with data on
crops, weather, ground conditions and farming, the app predicts the
common errors and prescribes needful measures.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2010

Cropin won Deloitte Technology's Fast 50 in 2019.

CropIn grew out of the need to use curated data in farming.
Starting in 2010 with a beta product, the startup moved to
a mobile version in 2012. It tracked farm to fork journey of
production and its export, and studied the recurrent patterns.
Over time the ‘information’ part was taken care of with data
piling up but ‘how to use’ that information remained unclear.
The founders finally decided to create the product and founded
CropIn.

Using AI and algorithm for farm digitisation,
farm to fork traceability, field force
monitoring, crop detection, crop health
monitoring, yield estimation, and other
sustainable agricultural solutions

IMPACT

INCUBATED

Cropin has helped in digitising 5.5Mn of farmlands and 384 types of crops (3662 varieties). It
operates in 46+ countries, working with 207+ clients and benefitting 2.1Mn farmers globally.

Power of Ideas 2010

FOUNDING TEAM

PRODUCT

SaaS based platform to track
end to end farming process
and help agri enterprises
manage supply chain

Kunal Prasad
Kunal Prasad co-founded CropIn, bringing to the table his marketing experience at TATA Motors
as the Manager of Sales. Pursuing MBA from Great Lakes Institute of Management aided him to
overcome initial challenges of the venture.

SECTOR

Agtech

Chittaranjan Jena
Coding gets Chittaranjan passionate, so as a co-founder of CropIn he leads the technology.
Professional experience of 20 years in Agri-Tech has helped him to put his experience into practise
as a Chief Technological Officer at the startup.

HEADQUARTERS

Bengaluru, Karnataka

THE STORIES
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Krishna Kumar
Visionary to think of and implement a data driven approach in agriculture, Krishna Kumar has come
a long way in his entrepreneurial journey, leading a startup driven with purpose. With CropIn, he is
determined to make a difference in the Agri-Tech space.

Tracking by integrated satellite, CropIn has captured data of
weather and ground for 2.1 million farmers, covering 3500
varieties across 30 countries. Building machine learning
algorithms with the available numbers got them predicting
better than the magic ball. Featuring free-size quality, it works
with any location or crop, accommodating local changes for
specific situations. SmartFarm got designed to collect data from
farmers while SmartRisk was developed in 2016 and sold to both
homegrown as well as foreign clients in Europe. The two P’s predict and prescribe that got them started with SmartFarm kept
them working towards the pixelated crop storyteller SmartRisk
too. Flexibility has made these products super accessible and
user friendly.

INVESTORS

Beenext
Ankur Capital
Sophia Investment ApS
Chiratae Ventures
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Angel Investors
BSP Fund

WWW.CROPIN.COM
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THRILLOPHILIA
TRILLBIT

Trillbit connects businesses with people to exchange real-time
information over sound without any mobile network, Wifi or Bluetooth.
With various applications across sectors like organised retail, TV, radio,
and large scale events, the startup is a first mover innovator of its unique
technology.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2016

Competing against more than 2000 startups worldwide, Trillbit was among the top 10 disruptive
startups of 2017 selected by Krypto Labs, Abu Dhabi.

Proprietary technologies in data transfer
through sound waves

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

Shashikant and Mrigesh toyed with sound waves and IoT to send
offers and discounts across apps. They leveraged pre-installed
speakers in public spaces to transfer information over sound
waves. Any device in the proximity of that speaker was able to
catch the information - thus, offers flashed in the right place at
the right time on apps installed in phones, tablets or laptops
in shopping malls. A new way was created to inform customers
without spamming with secure, contactless and relevant
communication. Trill sounds, a term the founders picked up is all
about ‘proximity of communication.’

Power of Ideas 2017
PRODUCT

Technology that can transfer
data through inaudible sound
waves
SECTOR

Enterprise Tech
HEADQUARTERS

Bengaluru, Karnataka
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Mrigesh Parashar
A bachelors and masters from IIT Kharagpur got Mrigesh to be a Geoscientist in Schlumberger,
Houston for five years, where he met his co-founder. Turning homewards, he joined TATA Motors
as Manager before becoming an entrepreneur. He calls himself an audiophile and a dreamer with a
musical bone. Regardless of his qualifications he believes himself to be a humble signal processor.
Shashikant Burnwal
Shashikant’s love for movies makes him take fiction with a pinch of salt, but as an expert in business
development he believes, ‘Vision without execution is hallucination.’ He took up key positions of
responsibility at Ola Cabs and Tata Motors that got him adept at operations and customer services.
As a student of IIT Kharagpur and ISB, his interests got him to share Mrigesh’s entrepreneurial
vision, thus starting the Trillbit story.

INVESTORS

Western Union
Angel Investors

To the founders, celebrating the little joys- be it the first
customer, the initial transaction or the fixing of a minor coding
bug- kept Trillbit sailing through. Mrigesh always knew that he
was bound to be an entrepreneur. Ideas came to him uninvited,
and with Trillbit he attempted to turn his ideas into business with
his co-founders believing the same. Thinking back, the journey
feels like a marathon to them. There were multiple moments of
trial, but once they asked themselves what got them started, it
was enough to motivate them again and carry on with ‘intelligent
passion’. Once on it, they decided that aeroplane mode, lack of
wifi or internet would not be their concern. Thus they created
something that could gather a huge demand across sectors.

WWW.TRILLBIT.COM
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THRILLOPHILIA
GREENWAY
GRAMEEN

Greenway Grameen lights up rural lives with cook stoves that work on air
regulation technology. Natural and user friendly alternative to traditional
mud stoves, its innovation offers 65% fuel savings and 70% smoke
reduction while working on all solid biomass fuels. It is also solving
energy problems for rural India by directly reaching out to the end users.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENTS

JOURNEY

USP

2011

Awarded in its sustainable efforts Greenway has been receiving recognition: Intel Global Challenge
Winner 2013, followed by International Ashen Award in 2014 and TIME Magazine Awards (India):
Startup Sustainability Pioneer 2017, to name a few. With sales sheet flaunting success story and
markets spanning borders to reach customers in Nepal, Bangladesh and Mexico, the company
raised Rs. 25 crore revenue in FY17.

Neha paired with Ankit initially for Greenway Eco Development,
a consulting company. The consulting stint made them realise the
implementation gaps in executing renewable energy products
in rural India, and thus Greenway Grameen was born. Early on in
their venture, the co-founders took to extensive ground work,
studying the challenges in improving the quality of rural life
across the country; their efforts launched Greenway Grameen
Infra with product solutions for everyday use. Greenway smart
stove was brought out to replace traditional chullahs and piloted
in Wardha, but its first variant met with a product design failure.
Transgressing initial challenges in design and utility, the company
went on to eventually sell more than 8 lakh units of its biomass
stoves. The improvised model emitted 70% less smoke and
consumed about 50% less fuel than conventional mud stoves.
Their story proves how surviving on single marquee product
though difficult, isn’t impossible.

Greenway stoves are built on patented air
regulation technology that minimises noxious
emissions leading to better health and
savings, making each day convinient

INCUBATED

Power of Ideas 2012

IMPACT

More than 6,00,000 homes have bought Greenway stoves till date. The co-founders look forward to
lighting up more than a million homes in the near future.

PRODUCT

Cook stoves that reduces
emissions generated from
burning wood or any other
type of fuel, predominantly
for the rural mass
SECTOR

Clean Energy
HEADQUARTERS

Mumbai, Maharashtra

THE STORIES
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FOUNDING TEAM

Ankit Mathur
Ankit Mathur pursued Mechanical Engineering from Delhi College of Engineering followed by
PGP from IIMA (2006-08). After graduating, he co-founded Greenway Eco Development to help
organisations manage their carbon initiatives innovatively. Building on his experience, he cofounded Greenway Grameen in 2010 as a means to provide high performance rural products for
everyday use.
Neha Juneja
Co-Founder and CEO at Greenway, Neha Juneja holds an MBA from FMS, Delhi and BE in
Production & Industrial Engineering. She was honoured with 2010's Brightest Young Climate Leader
by the Hindustan Times & British Council and has won the L'Oreal Paris Femina Women Award for
Science and Innovation in 2013. Prior to the startup she was leading community-led projects with
Ankit, serving the rural India.

INVESTORS

Acumen Fund
Asha Impact Fund

Boosted by impact investments and stronger revenues, the
team added solar-powered products such as lamps and a dish
antenna service in 2017. Greenway TV, screening 200 channels at
pocket friendly prices, brought home entertainment to the rural
households like never before. Currently, Ankit and Neha envision
their future products to be a household name in rural India.

WWW.GREENWAYAPPLIANCES.COM
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THRILLOPHILIA
SATTVAPONICS

Sattvaponics develops natural and nutraceutical products that have high
bio-content and is making it available consistently, thus, revolutionising
the supply chain of these products. It is targeting the extractors and
ingredient manufacturers. The products are consistent in quality and
certified organic that are later turned into tablet, capsules or other
dietary supplements.

INCORPORATION

IMPACT

JOURNEY

USP

2017

The proprietary crop optimisation technique ensures high nutrition value/ bioactive content,
thereby increasing the economic value of the crop. It helps in giving farmers higher than market
price, while also reducing their market risk and increasing their incomes by 1.5x to 1.7x. It aims to
positively impact more than 5000 farmers by 2021 and over 20,000 farmers by 2024. It helps the
customers save 15-25% manufacturing costs while meeting stringent regulatory requirements of
US, EU, Japan etc.

Sattvaponics’ idea bore influence from the founders’ work
at OmniActive that exposed them towards the loopholes of
pesticide contamination and uncontrollable natural factors. The
startup kicked off as a small operation cultivating around 200250 plants, and the derived data made them win Power of Ideas
2017 and get investment. Owing to lack of experience in farming
both the founders initially struggled when the initiative picked up
at a larger scale. After some hard product choices, they set up a
whole new farm with 1.25 acres of poly-house.

Natural products such as ginger, chillies
and paprika that are grown with proprietery
technologies resulting in a high bio content.

INCUBATED

Power of Ideas 2017

FOUNDING TEAM

PRODUCT

Hydroponics based
cultivation systems, Bio-active
ingredients
SECTOR

Nutraceutical and Functional
Foods
HEADQUARTERS

Ashish Korde
Ashish Korde pursued his MBA from ISB and has a B.Tech from BITS, Pilani. Working at
nutraceutical giant OmniActive gave him experience and understanding of the sector, and
motivated him to solve its product issues. Bringing with him 14 years of experience and a love for
reading, Ashish is dedicated to find innovative solutions for the agro industry.
Kevin Parekh
Co-founding Sattvaponics Solutions Pvt Ltd, came later in life for Kevin Parekh. He found his calling
in Biotech very early when he chose to pursue MSc in Medical Biotech and a PGDRM from IRMA.
Having led an entrepreneurial initiative prior to his work at OmniActive, he tried his hand at setting
up a product for nutrition industry before Sattvaponics happened.

INVESTORS

Sanjay Mariwala
Angel investors

Aiming for unmatchable quality of raw products for future,
they want their output to remain nature friendly as it already is.
Crossing over initial hurdles, they have emerged victorious in
the following years providing high quality certified organic raw
material. These form a crucial part of the nutraceutical industry
and dietary supplements, being turned into tablets/capsules
when exported to developed countries in Europe. Crafting
solutions specific to customer problems, Sattvaponics practises
an indoor cultivation on specially made sterile bed where the
nutrients are added in needed quantity at the right time.

Mumbai, Maharashtra
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THRILLOPHILIA
ROLOCULE
GAMES

Rolocule Games is a mobile entertainment company working to redefine
product development in India with a design-led approach in gaming.
As of today, Rolocule has consistently delivered multiple international
award-winning games of high quality, played and loved by millions of
consumers in several countries.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

2010

Rolocule went on to be honoured by the Edison Award for tech innovation, Game of the Year at
NASSCOM’s Bengaluru conclave, People’s Choice award at the 8th IMGA and many more. It’s
games are being played in more than 110 countries as of now.

Fascination and passion in Rohit got him to focus on
gamification. In 2010 with Rolocule Games, he started building
games for the iOS platform. Competition was expected, but the
team’s strategy to design new games based on familiar concepts
kept the customers engaged and interested. They began with
Squash, something the market had lacked. Popularity brought in
revenue and they went on to pick the next game as badminton.
In 2010 winning Power of Ideas got them to opt for advanced
Flick tennis, with intuitive controls and multiplayer technology.

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

Power of Ideas 2010
PRODUCT

Mobile games focused on
sports like tennis
SECTOR

Mobile Gaming
HEADQUARTERS

Pune, Maharashtra

THE STORIES
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Rohit Gupta
Pursuing MS in Computer Science from Columbia University got Rohit Gupta working on game
engines. Gamer at heart and a movie buff in general, he has had initial ideas for musical games with
bollywood music turned into gamified versions. As a writer of games, he has written proprietary
game engines for Rolocule Games and notably for EA Inc, Redwood City, CA.

USP

Mid-core mobile games
INVESTORS

Mumbai Angels
Blume Ventures
Angel Investors
Tempus Capital

Familiar to the magic of touch, the team chose screen swipes
over press buttons, redefining the gaming world for PCs and
smartphones. Stepping up further it tracked mobile movements
and allowed gamers to use natural motion gestures on television.
Upping the ante, they created Bowling Central as both gesture
and touch game, setting the ball rolling for both phones and
TV users. Further, Infosys reached out to them for their next
game themed on virtual reality. Excited and experienced, Rohit
now wants to leapfrog more technological boundaries for
unimaginable gaming experiences.

WWW.ROLOCULE.COM
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THRILLOPHILIA
BOHECO

Bombay Hemp Company (BOHECO) is an agro-based enterprise
explores the untapped potential of hemp with hemp-based apparel,
food, healthcare products and building materials. Hemp-based concrete
substitute, buds for medicines, seeds for food products, and fibre for
fashion fabrics, BOHECO gets hemp to do it all.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2013

BOHECO‘s fashion line B Label has made its debut on the floor of the Lok Sabha with Tathagata
Satpathy.

Fibre to clothe, genetics to cure, and firewood to shelter, Hemp
at BOHECO is the superhero. In 2013 it was co-founded by an
interesting lot of seven founders working on it’s unused industrial
and medical uses. The seeds for business had long been sown in
2009-11 while they were working on hemp with farmers. After cofounding BOHECO, they went with the basics - building products
for textiles, food and cosmetics, medicine and healthcare, and
construction.

Build end to end ecosystem with all products
are made from Hemp

INCUBATED

IMPACT

Power of Ideas 2017

Creating an ecosystem of hemp industry in India, BOHECO has created eco-friendly means for
farmers to grow and collect hemp and opportunities for women in rural areas to weave for textiles.

PRODUCT

FOUNDING TEAM

Consumer products such as
clothes, oil, protein powders
made from Hemp

Avnish Pandya, Chirag Tekchandaney, Delzaad Deolaliwala, Sanvar Oberoi, Sumit Shah, Yash Kotak &
Jahan Peston Jamas

SECTOR

BOHECO flaunts a roaringly successful founding team of Avnish Pandya, Chirag Tekchandaney, Delzaad
Deolaliwala, Sanvar Oberoi, Yash Kotak and Jahan Peston Jamas. They collectively reimagined the
potential of cannabis with their social enterprise, while improving the life and income of farmers.

Agriculture
HEADQUARTERS

Mumbai, Maharashtra

THE STORIES
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Creating products for the B2B and B2C markets, the current core team of six juggle different roles.
Combining insights from business & policy, Avnish heads the medicine business; Delzaad handles all
things legal by developing a holistic set of regulations to guide the company’s efforts;the marketing
wizard Chirag heads the apparel brand and accessories brand; Jahan handles the strategic engagements
with domestic and international stakeholders; overseeing a rooster of ground operations, Sumit ensures
seamless logistics for raw material and products; and wheeling the health and nutrition brand BOHECO
Life, Yash is the creative communicator responsible for the brand’s visual identity.

The team identified that there was no standard hemp plant
cultivated and the market lacked awareness to process its raw
materials to semi-finished and finished products. BOHECO is
the only startup to have a research license granted by the Indian
govt. to legally culture a cannabis seed low in narcotic value.
Reimagining the potential of cannabis and removing stigmas,
it raised $1 million from a group of investors led by Ratan Tata
in 2017. They aim to support farmers in their income and seed
quality, and also benefit urban consumers with access to their
products and materials. The startup has catered sectors across
spectrum, with oils and medicinal products in the cosmetics
industry, scarves in the apparels, and optimum seeds in agro
industry. Oriented to textile and medicines, it aims to continue
its e orts in ways that benefit the nation.

INVESTORS

Ratan Tata
Mukhtar Tejani
Angel Investors
Ginni International
Singularity Ventures

WWW.BOHECO.ORG
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THRILLOPHILIA
PHARMACEUTICALS

Drug design got Triphase Pharmaceuticals started in 2006, as they
worked to find, innovate and produce probiotic, prebiotics and speciality
enzymes. Saving and curing lives, the startup has got diseases like
gastrointestinal, gynecology and metabolic syndrome treated over its
journey.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2006

Pioneer in the world of biotech companies, Triphase Pharmaceutical was the first in the world to
produce probiotics with high temperature stability for food, confectionary & dietary supplements.

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

The probiotics manufactured are made from
heat stable strains and hence, can sustain at
high temperatures

Power of Ideas 2015

Dr. Shrilakshmi Desiraju
PhD in Chemistry coupled with an MBA from University of Alberta made Dr. Shrilakshmi Desiraju
the perfect blend of a researcher and an entrepreneur. Coming from a family of scientists and
academicians, picking the startup path for her was unconventional. Her experience of 22 years in
the domain gave her the ammunition to design, launch and run a business like Triphase, coupling it
with her research.

Triphase was born out of the intention to produce probiotics,
and supplement them in regular food, beverage and pharma
industries by tweaking their temperature to withstand
manufacturing process. 2006 witnessed the idea brooding but
it was only three years later in 2009 when three scientists and
an engineer, encouraged by 60 years of experience, founded
the startup. Starting as a service provider and vendor with
decent revenues Triphase initially struggled with creating a
brand. Eventually it identified a product market for probiotics in
temperature and pH stability.

TRIPHASE

PRODUCT

Probiotics solutions

Undisclosed (Series A)

The shift to a capital intensive product model was a reluctant
one, but 2016 brought in good news when Triphase produced
a probiotic that did not require cold storage, boosting both
shelf life and reach. Getting the TSPs i.e temperature stable
probiotics stable at 220c was a page turner. Simple fermentation
technology, with a change in bacteria culturing media, got the
startup aiming to supplement probiotics in usual diet. Diverse
in its utility, the technology found its use in multiple industries
with food sector benefiting the most. Challenges kept coming,
be it multiple industry applications, getting a provisional patent
in 2014 or getting the probiotic temp friendly. But perseverance
kept the team going. Planning to commercialise by 2022,
Triphase Pharmaceuticals is all set to capture the market for food,
confectionary and dietary supplements.

SECTOR

Nutraceutical
HEADQUARTERS

Mysuru, Karnataka
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INVESTORS

WWW.TRIPHASEPHARMA.COM
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THRILLOPHILIA
FIBREOPTIKA

Fibre Optika a landmark in the communication industry, promotes
study of fibre optics that carry information across distances. Getting
the academic world linked to industry, it offers solutions and products
targeting research, education, training and manufacturing markets.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENTS

JOURNEY

USP

2008

Honoured with IIGP Award in 2011, Fibre Optika got its innovation recognised with Light Runner
winning over 1000 other technological interventions. Taking over the telecom industry, the startup
bagged Aegis Graham Bell Award 2010 for Innovative Business & Products in Telecom Hardware.

2008 marked the time when Fibre Optika was founded by Hitesh
with 16 years of prior experience. His experience as the executive
manager made him familiar to the gaps at the manufacturing
level, thus fostering him to start something of his own. The clarity
in product and idea was evident in the name chosen for the
startup.

Laboratory solution for fiber optic training,
indigenous development of customised
fibreoptic based sensor products.

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

Power of Ideas 2010
PRODUCT

Fibre optic based products
SECTOR

Telecom
HEADQUARTERS

Bengaluru, Karnataka
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Hitesh Mehta
An IIT-Delhi alum, Hitesh Mehta co-founded Fibre Optika Technologies putting his M.Tech in
Applied Optics to practise. He extensively worked for 16 years with industry stalwarts like TVS
before starting his own venture. His expertise continues to help him serve as the fellow of IETE and
member of IEEE Communication Society & Photonics Society, and Optical Society of America.

Translating the academic learnings into commercial products,
the startup created three products for the market. 2010 brought
out the product ‘Light Runner’ through CIIE.CO funded Power
of Ideas. It’s been put to educational use as lab solutions for
clear understanding of optical fibre technology for educational
and research institutions, targeting the students so that they
could learn practical concepts using the equipment. Later it
developed educational software and further ventured into
commercial products like fiber optic sensors. Hardware products
often find it difficult to find investment but the startup’s success
kept them expanding and within a short time span they acquired
international clients in US, Germany, Canada, UAE and Asia
Pacific regions. The startup even incorporated subsidiary in
London to benefit its clients in UK and Europe.

INVESTORS

Bootstrapped

WWW.FIBEROPTIKA.COM
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THRILLOPHILIA
PROOF OF
PERFORMANCE

Proof of Performance Data Services is servicing a fragmented outdoor
advertising Industry, on a pan-India basis. Its services use a blend of
physical due diligence and technology to bring innovative solutions for
the media planners, brand managers and media owners - enabling them
to plan, monitor and analyse their outdoor campaigns with accuracy and
speed.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENTS

JOURNEY

USP

2010

The success story of PoP gets revealed in the winner trophies including one for the top 15 Winners
of IBM SmartCamp, Regionals Finals, Delhi (2015) and Economic times 15 Hot startups (2015).

Insights on OOH ad spaces via data collection
and monitoring technique

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

Power of Ideas 2010

Harjaap Singh
A serial entrepreneur, Harjaap pursued engineering in Computer Science from NIT Silchar. His
undergraduate project on computerisation of recruitment process got him thinking about the
startup idea. After graduation, he busied himself with multiple software projects across industries
before setting up a joint venture with Semiconductor Laboratories to work on embedded software.

During the formative years, double shifts kept Harjaap’s dream
alive and the call centre job kept his home running. He cherrypicked his core team from his call centre stint in 2010. The name
did hold the customers initially sceptical about the product but
demonstrations made it easier to sell. Years of improvisations
to model and technology also brought in prominent brands like
Star TV for about 5 years in a row, along with lo motors, Flipkart,
Snapdeal and Freecharge. PoP covered media assets including
billboards, bus shelters, bridge panels and other such platforms
under its lens.

PRODUCT

Service to monitor 'Out
Of Home' (OOH) assets by
monitoring and tracking
outdoor hoardings, ad
spaces etc
SECTOR

Enterprise Tech
HEADQUARTERS

INVESTORS

Angel funding
YourNest Venture Capital

Getting cities videographed wasn’t easy - it proved heavy on the
pocket with recorded time tipping to 700 hrs and kilometres to
thousands. The initial revenue wasn’t enough to keep the startup
afloat, hence the founder decided to nudge the team to fend for
better paying jobs. Recalling tough times like these makes him
swell with pride. It was during this time that he found people who
stayed back without two months pay and helped in PoP revival.
Be it issues of technical glitches or one with approval letters and
licence, PoP survived it all creating its archive with Earthive, and
it plans to keep the adventure going.

Noida, Uttar Pradesh
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BOOND
ENGINEERING

Boond Engineering have been experts in providing customised solar
solutions to rural India across the spectrum of various applications.
Ranging from solar plants to street lights, Boond has been a synonym for
alternative energy solutions in Northern India with plans of expansion to
the rest of the nation.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENTS

JOURNEY

USP

2010

Won the SECI project for 5MW roof top solutions across 8 states in India, it has also won 2.1MW
projects to implement solar solutions in NE states. Over the years, it has expanded to Singapore,
Bangladesh and Canada.

2010 saw Boond emerge in the often neglected tribal belts
of Rajasthan, and expand its base in Uttar Pradesh and Delhi.
Named to represent ‘the drop’, Boond began with the aim to
enlighten the hamlets and huts with solar solutions. Just like
their lifestyles, their dreams remained confined to streets too.
While an urban kid dreamt to be in space, underprivileged kids
dreamt to drive on roads. Rustam believed that electricity could
be their leveling ground. Beginning with micro-grids taking
electricity to 40-50 households, Boond with its persistence has
been successful in encouraging education in remote and off-grid
areas, with reliable and quality light.

Microgrid pay-as-you-go solar solution, roof
top solutions & solar engineering

INCUBATED

ACHIEVEMENTS

Power of Ideas 2015

Boond’s SHLS (Solar Home Lighting Systems) have reached more than 2500 households and impacted
more than 12500 lives. They have distributed more than 2500 solar lamps to students in rural schools in
Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan and solarised more than 50 schools.

PRODUCT

Solar based microgrids & EPC
for roof top solutions
SECTOR

Cleantech
HEADQUARTERS

New Delhi

THE STORIES
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FOUNDING TEAM

Rustom Sengupta
Philomath at heart, Rustom Sengupta wears multiple hats - an academician when at Oxford, UK; an
environmentalist at the Initiative for Sustainable Energy Policy; and an investor at SDTC, Canada.
Turning 25, Rustom found himself coming up with Boond for alternative energy solutions after his
MBA from INSEAD. Now with a decade of experience, he is passionate to create an impact on
climate change.

INVESTORS

Opes Impact Fund
Artha (Villgro)

Stepping aside from the race of excel files and powerpoint
pitches, Rustam focused on raising funds only to understand
how the purpose of his startup went deeper than fame and fund.
Rather than huge monetary goals, he believes that being in touch
with ground reality and ensuring operational excellence are
essential for success. Hence their products, ‘Light for Education’
and ‘Digital Education Programme,’ the SHLS - Solar Home
Lighting Systems, work in remote rural and forest areas to light
up the households. Women now cook under light and are free
from using kerosene oil lanterns that put their health to risk. A
story that started seven years ago continues to expand and light
up rural homes, with Rustom continuing as the fulcrum of Boond.

WWW.BOOND.NET
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patients by studying medical images through AI. It has developed a
method of analysing fundus images (the image of the back of the retina)

CHIRONX

normal, the software indicates whether you have any cardiovascular
conditions, hypertension or diabetes - thus reducing the primary
diagnosis to minutes.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENTS

JOURNEY

USP

2010

ChironX has its research activities funded by the Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance
Council (BIRAC) and the Bill Melinda Gates Foundation.

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

AI that can scan X-Ray and digital images to
detect the presence of anomaly that lead
to diseases and prolonged health issues.
Currently working on eye care & opthal

Power of Ideas 2017

Sombodhi Ghosh, Mausumi Acharyya & Rito Maitra
Sombodhi Ghosh, Mausumi Acharyya and Rito Maitra, started ChironX in 2017. Sombodhi’s experience

PRODUCT

can be leveraged to make lives better and simpler, particularly in the domain of healthcare led him
towards ChironX. For several years, Mausumi had developed AI based algorithms for diagnosis of critical

Having a national healthcare system not yet equipped for tech
based solutions, ChrionX struggled with the market research in
its initial days. With data starved AI at disposal, Mausumi focused
on local or more precisely ocular diseases for solutions, but over
time she expanded the reach to include the ones systematic
in nature. The increase in radius resulted in remarkable shift in
both tech and business model, as the techno savvy founder took
to innovating the services within the cost constraints. Making
medical facilities available at any time and location, ChironX’s
solutions are simple and pocket friendly, without compromising
on accuracy or quality.

AI/ML platform for
detecting/diagnosing eye
related disorders through
digital images
SECTOR

Healthtech
HEADQUARTERS

Gurugram, Haryana

THE STORIES
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worked extensively in image processing and machine learning across organisations, before turning it into
a business idea. Thus their startup grew to be an indelible contribution in the retinal imaging space.

INVESTORS

KStart
Mumbai Angels
Calcutta Angels

Primarily focused on eyecare, ChironX’s software can detect
hundreds of diseases and complications from the retina with
95% accuracy. Diabetes, which is one of the leading causes of
blindness, gets detected in the images as well. Doctors and nonspecialists work faster and more accurately with the injured and
a ected areas pinpointed. Earning trust, be it for the products
o ered or the technology used, has been challenging since its
inception but Mausumi believes things have changed for the
better. Collaboration on services and products is something she
now desires for the healthcare ecosystem. In future ChironX is
set on developing solutions for endocrinology, the cardiovascular
system, neurology, Alzheimer’s, and Parkinson’s.

WWW.CHIRONX.AI
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STRATA ENVIRO

Strata Enviro has designed, manufactured and installed outdoor air
pollution controllers on vehicles and highly polluted public spaces.
Turning vehicles and buildings into purifiers by its innovative controllers,
StrataEnviro has been a visionary in its design for cleaner air and better
life.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENTS

JOURNEY

USP

2016
INCUBATED

Getting started on the international installations in 2018, Strata Enviro has installed air purifiers
in Nepal Airport and traffic signals, and is in the process of taking its innovation across the
globe. 2018 was also a year of awards for them with Innovation Birmingham & ReRise UK Awards,
NASSCOM Social Innovation and India Business Award by ‘Centre of Excellence - IoT’.

A novel technique to air pollution filitering - a
portable solution for filtering air while vehicle
is on the move

Power of Ideas 2017

FOUNDING TEAM

The quality of air we breathe isn’t something we bother too
much about. One bike ride was all it took the founder to get
inspired to act against air pollution. The startup began with
pollution monitoring and eventually ventured into pollution
control. Installing free panels in the beginning got them the
much required permission to continue without hassle, with
easier installation in subsequent cities. In early July of 2017, it
installed pollution trapping panels with self clean sprinklers at
Pune Airport. It’s vehicle mounted panel working on the same
principle was installed later in December. Targeting the gaseous
pollutants that escaped the prior models, StrataEnviro altered its
filtration system to incorporate a change. The added chemical
infusion took care of not just the pollutants but the odour too.

PRODUCT

Outdoor air purifier device
that has unique air filiteration
technology
SECTOR

Amol Chaphekar
Being a product designer with an iron will and having earned a bachelors in production
engineering, Amol has always been fascinated by innovative and futuristic product designing. A
serial entrepreneur, he has spent a decade and a half in creating automated products in industries,
digital applications and environment. Spin to the old tale, Chaphekar talks of managing time before
it manages the person.

INVESTORS

ScaleMinds

Surviving on a shoestring budget had compelled Amol to lay
off people in his previous ventures. Learning from past he has
managed to build a startup that has a presence in nine cities
and five countries. Modelled for public places as much as private
use, the products are profitable and find themselves stationed
in airports, railway stations, hospitals and other public places.
With installations growing every day, these heroes are currently
filtering 360,000 cubic metres of air every minute.

Cleantech
HEADQUARTERS

Pune, Maharashtra
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ACE MICROMATIC

AceMicromatic are the forerunners of Computer Numerical Control
(CNC) machines in the country. India’s market leader in manufacturing
intelligence, the startup has become a leading name in AI industry.
These Bengaluru based machine tool manufacturers are now growing
global in their services.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2013

Early in 2006 Ace Micromatic bagged the IMTMA-Siemens productivity championship.
Cracking the IT utility in the year 2011, got their work recognised winning the PC-Quest Best IT
implementation of the year.

Finding interest in technology and applications early on in
life turned Chandrashekar into an entrepreneur. The idea for
AceMicromatic got ingrained in him when he was still preparing
for his 12th boards. He launched the company in 2006, with the
aim to enable manufacturers reduce waste, track the process
of production and check for quality issues. Recessions in 2009
and 2012 didn’t deter the team as they kept innovating with the
IP and feature sets, keeping them market friendly. Tussling with
other Software companies, the startup has grown to build a
name for itself, having taken up a service based model over time.

An IoT device that is capable of providing
real time machine intelligence and analytics
enabling smart manufacturing

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

Power of Ideas 2012
PRODUCT

TPM-Trak® - IoT device
that can track machine
performance and help in
predicting break down
and maintenance
SECTOR

IoT
HEADQUARTERS

Chandrashekara Bharathi
Even as Chandrashekara pursued his MS from the State University of New York, Buffalo after a
BTech, he was determined to start something of his own. He left his job at the Telecom equipment
company at US to try his luck at entrepreneurship and AceMicromatic emerged. In around 14 years
of leading this organisation, he has succeeded in implementing 15000+ installations globally.

INVESTORS

Bootstrapped

Technology of CNC machining makes AceMicromatic one of
the first in its ventures. Automation offered by their tech has
pitched the productivity up from 20% to 50% reducing the
manufacturing time. Swelling up with pride on the customer
base, AceMicromatic has reduced CapEx and increased capacity
utilisation. Conquering the home-ground, the company has
competitors in the global market with a presence in the United
States, Germany, France, UK, Russia, Canada, Brazil, Saudi Arabia
and China etc. .The founder believes startups to be fruits of
passion; for AceMicromatic’s future they expect to be among the
best in the world.

Bengaluru, Karnataka
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QUODECK

QuoDeck is a game-based learning platform which helps to train, access
and manage the workforce better and faster by increasing interactivity
and efficiency. As a SaaS product Quodeck makes all its content device
friendly, offered in a gamified version that promotes easy use and
flexible analysis.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2015

Winning global customers like Unilever, Star India, SBI Life, Reliance Life, Pepsico, Kohler, Kelloggs
and CavinKare ballooned both their numbers and will power. QuoDeck’s LMS has users across 40
countries.

2015 made headlines with cartoons facing bullets in one part
of the world while the other side was busy figuring out means
to engage with edutainment. The founders’ expertise and
experience in classroom and online training inspired them to
design SaaS based games tailored for schools and corporates.
They soon shifted to mobile interface. The founders’ belief in
razor sharp focus led them into crafting a user friendly platform
for game based learning. This shift drove in more users than the
usual clientiel, giving space for self tailored games to get access.

Proprietary gamification technolgy and DIY
system to help enterprise intergrate LMS for
training and development

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

Power of Ideas 2016
PRODUCT

LMS (SaaS) platform for
enterprises that uses
indigenious gaming wrappers
for upskilling and training
employees
SECTOR

Arijit Lahiri
Garnering 13 years of work experience across leading companies, and coupling his learning with
senior roles at risk and wealth management, banking and treasury, Arijit finally started his own
venture with QuoDeck. Putting his proficiency in technology stacks at work along with the design
skills he developed while creating board games, he continues to head the Marketing & Product
Development at Qucodeck.
Kamalika Bhattachary a
After graduating from Osmania University, Kamalika worked in Hyderabad and New York, in the
US debt markets, and did her MBA from ISB, Hyderabad in 2005. Her experience in senior roles
in corporate finance and leading investment banking firms has led her to spearhead Business
Development and Strategy at QuoDeck

INVESTORS

Bootstrapped

Bagging users across borders got these platform games scripted
in international languages like Spanish. Over its journey, the
startup has developed use cases that have dealt with professorstudent interactions, and content creation by companies among
many others. QuoDeck plans on becoming the first choice for
game-based mobile learning, in future.

Enterprise Tech
HEADQUARTERS

Mumbai, Maharashtra
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TYCHEEJUNO
TYRES

TycheeJuno Tyres, TJ in short, gets innovation hitched to the automotive
sector through multi-layer tyres that battle the inefficiencies leading to
accidents. Its three layers of coolant, sealant and balancer reduces the
risk of flat tyres bursting under excessive heat saving lives, money and
fuel.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2016

Treating the two pain points of burst and puncture, Tycheejuno tyres’s idea ‘BPPC (Burst Prevention
and Puncture Curative)’ won the Create the Future design contest, organised jointly in New York by
Nasa and Society of Automobile Engineers in 2015.

Sameer spent several months working on his idea during the
early days, but faced several roadblocks to kickstart his venture.
Winning the IIGP Award, toiling for days, and the amount of
money and time spent, motivated him to self start the venture
on his own. He started Tychee Juno Pvt. Ltd with it’s three-inone multi-chamber tyres bringing the automotive industry, one
of a kind product. Spotting the right marketing ground at petrol
pumps gave the startup its first clients. Seeing their sales shoot
up the team decided to go for a tie-up with HPCL, to connect
with 10 more pumps, and hence the business took off.

Manufactures burst preventive and puncture
curative tyres with help of proprietary
technology

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

Power of Ideas 2017
PRODUCT

BPPC (Burst Preventive
Puncture Curative) Tyres
SECTOR

Automotive
HEADQUARTERS

Tirupati, Andhra Pradesh
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Sameer Panda
A diligent keep at Tata Motors and a PhD student of VSSUT, Sameer was already skin deep in the
automotive industry before beginning his own venture with TycheJuno Tyres. He went on to pursue
law after his engineering, but his passion for entrepreneurship took him to Stanford University for
lessons in Innovation Management and Entrepreneurship. Driving down the road not taken, he
eventually took up the challenge to merge innovation and tyres.

INVESTORS

Bootstrapped

Over the years Sameer has donned multiple hats as a founder
of the organisation, playing more roles than just the tech
innovator he started as. He has understood that the uniqueness
of his company lies in the product - the three-in-one tyre with
coolant, sealant and balancer. Its built-in coolant ensures no road
accidents under high temperature. The sealant layer reduces
the friction heat, increasing the tyre’s lifetime and the layer of
balancer remains eco-friendly without the use of cancer causing
lead. Innovating with Mild Run Flat Tyres as well as tubeless
tyres, gearheads now have light-weight and safer options to
choose from; the company has huge dreams to manufacture 200
tyres a day.

WWW.TJTYRES.COM
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THERANOSIS

Theranosis Life Sciences detects diseases like cancer, helps with early
treatments and saves lives by capturing single cells and clusters in a
chip. Ditching PET scans for liquid biopsy, the process gives the patient
more time to get better and doctors more time to treat.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2016
INCUBATED

Part of multiple accelerator programs like T-Hub, Forge Accelerator, IKP Accelerator, Philips
Healthworks and NASSCOM, the biggest achievement was getting the Biotech Ignition Grant
from BIRAC, DBT which helped them to start lab operations with full-fledged cell culture facility in
Hyderabad.

A liquid biopsy device that can apply mutliple
techniques like ctDNA, ctExosome, etc. from
the same blood sample to detect cancer

Power of Ideas 2017

FOUNDING TEAM

Harping on mission over mercenary, the founders were specific
with their vision laid out clearly quite early. Cure begins with the
right diagnosis, and the startup began with exploring multiple
options for cancer diagnosis and addressing the lack of services
offering it. Knife has always been the last resort, so ‘liquid
biopsy tests’ of Theranosis was a welcome alternative to surgical
biopsies. Expanding over time to open up vertical markets, the
startup has tried working with all oncologist problems under the
sun. Designing a lab-on-a-chip, it brought in the much needed
mobility to the diagnostic sector by detecting tumor cells in
blood samples. Connecting the dots, the diagnosis has brought
CTC cell structures out in the open. With the killer cancer cells
and the fighter immune cells clustered in CTC, Theranosis has
brought out possibilities of survival for certain cancer cases.

PRODUCT

Liquid biopsy and, cancer
genomic tool for diagnosing
and detecting cancer

Dr NBRK Venugopal
Founders Kannan and Venugopal met while pursuing their PhD before co-founding Theranosis.
Trained at the University of North Dakota and Columbia University Medical Centre, Dr. Venugopal
worked on cancer biomakers and taxicology, as well as cell and molecular biology during his stay at
the States.

SECTOR

Healthcare
HEADQUARTERS

Hyderabad, Telengana

THE STORIES
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Dr Shibichakravarthy Kannan
Lab coats stuck with Kannan as he pursued his MBBS, moving forward with clinical research in
the city of Chennai. When at MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, USA he tread on the path to
cancer immunology and immunotherapy for his Postdoctoral Fellowship. Culminating the research
into a startup, Kannan offered ‘liquid autopsy’ in the theranostic (therapy + diagnostic) space.

The manner in which the cancer cells mutate varies, thus the
patients experience the diseases differently. Theranosis with its
personalised approach, works towards tailormade treatments.
Large scale adoption is now a question of the price tag on these
treatments, the one it aims to crease out in the near future for
both the home and global consumers.

INVESTORS

Mumbai Angels
Calcutta Angels
Hyderabad Angels
Parampara Capital
Saha Fund
Indian Angel Network
Xseed Partners
50k Ventures
Ranisati Group
Omphalos Ventures
Other Angel Investors

WWW.THERANOSIS.COM
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RECULTA

Tracker for all campus placements in one place, Reculta brings the
college, students and recruiters to a single platform for smoother
job applications. It connects the loose ends in the current campus
placement processes by bringing the students and their prospective
recruiters together in insightful and data driven ways.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENT

JOURNEY

USP

2017

With three products, 35+ clients on board and a strong organisation of 16 people in just a year of
operation, Reculta has 10000+ active users and this number is only growing. It has placed 8000+
students till date and counting.

Reculta’s vision of equal opportunities to students has found
a match in motivated students looking to be recruited across
campuses and cities. They identified the issues that mattered the
most; existing filters of academic grades left no space for other
factors (adaptability, skill gap assessment etc) for recruitment.
Starting with offline help through events and pre-placement
talks, the founders eventually moved to create an online product
with innovative features like ‘Process Tracker’ and ‘Institution
Feed’. Their innovative algorithms are being built externally but
they are determined to move in-house in the coming years.

Supports campus placements and provides
recuritment analysis, placement as well as
personal insights, along with automated
inteview scheduling systems

INCUBATED

FOUNDING TEAM

Power of Ideas 2017
PRODUCT

Platform providing analytics
and visualisation tools for
hassle-free recruitment
processes
SECTOR

HR Tech

Vidyarthi Baddireddy
Campus placements for Vidyarthi wasn’t an unknown domain with an early exposure as a Placement
Officer at Delhi University. He went on to try a di erent route as a consultant at Deloitte. His B.Tech
from VIT got him the tech knowledge while his experience with people groomed his social skills to
match the right jobs with the apt profiles, thus co-founding Reculta.
Kajal Malik
Kajal, an alumnus of Faculty of Management Studies, Delhi completes the co-founding team of Reculta.
Her prior role at Mahindra Group for close to two years, honed her expertise in managing Referral Sales
and campus recruitment team at Mahindra.

HEADQUARTERS

New Delhi

THE STORIES
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Utsav Bhattacharjee
Starting o with an MBBS in his early days, Utsav took to college placements after his PGP from IIM
Ahmedabad in 2017. Participating in the first ever IIM-A Recruiter Outreach Program, he came face
to face with the campus placement gap in the ecosystem, inspiring him to find a lasting solution.
Co-founding Reculta he now heads the business development and partnerships at Reculta.

INVESTORS

Sourav Ghosal
Ideas That Scale

Over the years, demands from top clientele have added
modifications to the functioning of the products. In addition
to several top tier campuses in India, the startup has now also
served international clients with customised products for S P Jain
Global School of Management’s campuses in Sydney, Mumbai
and Dubai in 2018. Despite successes, the journey has had its
share of challenges particularly with hiring the right team. The
founders have pursued and in perseverance they believe lies the
means to achieve their goals. Having taken the placement world
by a storm by digitising the entire recruitment process, Reculta is
now empowering gig workers across India to access jobs.

WWW.RECULTA.COM
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TOOKITAKI

With its computing and analytics platform and ML-enabled software
solutions, Tookitaki is innovating in the regulatory compliance space by
creating effective processes for financial services industry. It delivers
end-to-end solutions across the whole regulatory compliance value
chain, specially for antimoney laundering and reconciliation space.

INCORPORATION

ACHIEVEMENTS

JOURNEY

USP

2014

Tookitaki’s clients include some of the world’s major financial players like Standard Chartered,
Nomura, PayTM, etc. Accredited by the Singapore Government, it also became Facebook’s first
South-East Asian technology partner. Tookitaki's Anti-Money Laundering Suite (AMLS), an end-toend machine learning-powered transaction monitoring and names screening solution, has bagged
the inaugural Singapore Business Review Technology Excellence Award 2019 in the category 'AI Banking'.

The first few years of product development and acquiring initial
clients proved to be a herculean task for Abhishek and his team.
For traditional banks with long sales cycles, it was difficult to
accept new technologies which were not in application in the
country. Abhishek realised that to break the inertia of poor cash
flows, he needed to explore other revenue streams - the product
had applications in e-commerce and retail as well. The shift in
strategy bore fruit and beginning with clients like Quikr and
PayTM, Tookitaki soon onboarded international banks in India
and eventually made inroads in international market as well.

Its software suite is capable of automated
intelligent reconciliation using distributed
computing and machine learning. AI helps
in detecting anti money laudering via
transaction data

INCUBATED

Power of Ideas 2012

FOUNDING TEAM

PRODUCT

Anti-Money Laundering Suite
(AMLS)
Reconciliation Suite (RS)
SECTOR

Enterprise Tech
HEADQUARTERS

Singapore

THE STORIES
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Abhishek Chatterjee
During his experience at JP Morgan during the 2008 financial crisis, Abhishek saw the scope of
using AI to anticipate and prevent frauds in investment banking. He soon got an MBA offer from
an esteemed business school in USA, but chose to rather walk down the path of entrepreneurship.
In 2013, he launched Tootitaki, with the aim of reforming the way banks and banking workforce
function.

As of today, Tookitaki consists of a core team with 150+years of
experience in financial services, artificial intelligence, big data
and financial crime. The company also has Jeeta Bandopadhyay
as the co-founder, leading operations and marketing. With a
focus on RegTech as the big potential focus area, Tookitaki now
offers AI/ML solutions in AML/CFT, reconciliation management,
fraud prevention and employee surveillance to name a few.
Abhishek believes that their solutions will have massive impact in
RegTech in coming times.

INVESTORS

Jungle Ventures
Rebright Partners
Enterprise Singapore
Illuminate Financial
The FinLab
Supply Chain Angels
SE Asia Fund
SEEDS Capital, Nomura

WWW.TOOKITAKI.AI
|
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Anupam Mathur
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Anupam Mittal

Ashish Jain

Bhavin Shah

D. V. Nandakumar

Faisal I. Farooqui

Anuradha Goyal

Ashish Kumar

Bhavna Chopra Srikrishna

D. S. Prashant

Farzan Ghadially

Anuradha Ramachandran

Ashish Patel

Bhavna Toor

Darshi Dhaliwal

G. D. Sharma

Anurag Agrawal

Ashmeet Kapoor

Bhupen Shah

Daya Prakash

G. Gangi Reddy

Anurag Batra

Ashok K. Das

Bhushan Patil

Deepak Bhardwaj

G. Srinivasan

Anurag Jain

Ashok Korwar

Bibhu Kumar

Deepak Daftari

G. Mohan

Anurag Johri

Ashok Mangal

Bijender Sharma

Deepak Gupta

G. V. Ramana

Anurag Khanna

Ashok Ranchhod

Bimal Nair

Deepak Narayanan

G.Vijayakumar

Anurag Rai Saxena

Ashutosh Khanna

Binod Homagai

Deepak Sanghavi

Ganesh Rengaswamy

Anurakt Jain

Ashutosh Kumar Sinha

Binod Kumar Bawri

Deepak Sawhney

Gaurav Sachdeva

Aparesh Pal

Ashutosh Vaidya

C. K. Taneja

Deepak Vardey

Gaurav Saraf

Apoorv Ranjan Sharma

Ashwin Bhatia

C. R. Desai

Deepam Mishra

Gaurav Shah

Aravind Chinchure

Ashwin Joshi

C. S. Prasad

Deepanwita Chattopadhyay

Gaurav Singhal

Arijit Bhattacharya

Ashwin Raguraman

Capt Vicky Narang

Devangi Bhuta

Gautam Goyal

Arindam Das

Ashwin Sanzgiri

Caroline Fernandes

Devanshi Sheth

Gayatri Saberwal

Ariz Rizvi

Ashwin V. Parikh

Cdr Joy Roberts

Devashish Chakravarty

Geeta Bose

Arun Anant

Asish Gupta

Chaitanya Chandel

Dhanraj Kidiyoor

Geeta Goel

Arindam Dutta

Atul Jalota

Chandan Agarwal

Dharmendra Yashovardhan

George Joseph

Arun Balachandran

Atul Mehta

Chandani Sahgal

Dhaval Udani

Girish Bhambani

Arun Chandrachud

Atul Tulshibagwale

Chandar Sundaram

Dhrubes Biswas

Girish Prabhu

Arun Duggal

Aurobindo Sarkar

Chander Baljee

Dibya Prakash

Girish Shivani

Arun Kumar

Avinash Saoji

Chandra Kumar Jain

Digbijoy Shukla

Gobinda Roy

Arun Kumar Mango

Avinash Sethi

Chandrasekhar K.

Dilip Chenoy

Gokul Srinivasan

Arun Kumar V

Azaz Motiwala

Chandrika Bahadur

Dilip Kumar

Gopal Srinivasan

Waghchoure

B. S. Gopal Rao

Chayan Chatterjee

Dilip Rao

Guhesh Ramanathan

Arun Patro

Babitha George

Cherian Kuruvila

Dillep Kheleyy

H. K. Lakshman Rao

Aruna A. P.

Bala Ramadurai

Chetan Chauhan

Dipak Joshi

H. K. Mittal

Arunkumar Rajendran

Balaji Chakravarthi

Chetan Pungaliya

Dipak Mahajan

Hardik Shah

Arvind Ahuja

Balasubramanian

Chirag Mehta

Dipanjan Purukayastha

Haresh Bathija

Arvind Jha

Balkumar Maruthi

Chirag Patel

Dipin K.

Harish Raichandani

Prof. Arvind Sahay

Bharat Goenka

Chitman Kaur

Diwakar Thakore

Prof. Harish Kumar Solanki

Arvind Tiwary

Bhaskar Bhattacharya

Chitra Gurnani Daga

Diya Misra

Harit Soni

Prof. Arya Kumar

Bhaskar Dey

D. S. K. Rao

Dolly Bhasin

Harjaap Singh Mann

Ashesh Shah

Bhaskar Thakur

D. Alok

Eittee Gupta

Harmeet Sahney

Ashima B. Chhalill

Bhavani Raman

D. Kalyanaraman

Ekant Sansi

Harsha Angeri

Ashish Deshpande

Bhavin Bhagat

D. Prasanth

Eshwar Vikas

Harshad Lahoti
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Harshvardhan Mandad

K. Vinay Kumar

Kunal Patel

Manish Mathur

Murali Vullaganti

Nikhil Kelkar

Pavan Alle

Praveen Kumar Arivazhagan

Rajeev Surana

Ratnakar P. Sundara Raj

Harveer Singh

K. K. Sharma

Kunal Shah

Manish Singhal

Murugavel Janikiraman

Nikhil Vasant Jaipurkar

Pavan Cheruvu

Praveen R Sinha

Rajendra Pratap Gupta

Ravi Khemani

Hemal Desai

K. V. Ramakrishnan

Kusal Roy

Manju Gerard

Muthu Singaram

Nilanshuk Haldar

Pavan Soni

Prem Bajaj

Rajesh Bapu

Ravi Kikan

Hemant Bakhru

Kabeer Chawla

L. V. Sastry

Manjunatha G. Kukkuru

Mux Narasimhan

Nilesh Rathi

Pawan Kapur

Probir Das

Rajesh Kamat

Ravi Mani

Hemant C. Vaidya

Kadambi Seshasayee

L. Surendra

Manoj Dey

N. C. V. Rangacharya

Nimesh Pilla

Payal Randhawa

Pujan Doshi

Rajesh Rai

Ravi Ranjan

Hemendra Mathur

Kailash Nath

Lakshman Rao

Manoj Joshi

N. Srinivasan

Nirankar Saxena

Peter Yorke

Punit Saurabh

Rajesh Sawhney

Ravi Saripalle

Himanshu N. Patel

Kallol Borah

Lakshmi Jagannathan

Mansoor Agha Siddiqui

Nadeem Jafri

Nirmal Jain

Piruz Khambatta

Pushpendra Mehta

Rajesh Sehgal

Ravi Shankar Saripalle

Hitesh Gossain

Kalpana Iyer

Lakshmikanth Raja K.

Marla V. Shastry

Nadiminti Vijay

Nirmalya Bagchi

Piyush Agrawal

R. Jagannathan

Rajesh Shah

Ravi Sundararaman

Hrridaysh Deshpande

Kalyanaraman Durgadas

Lokesh Makam

Maruthi Gowda

Nagaraja Prakasam

Nishant Mehta

Piyush Nahata

Prof. R.K. Saxena

Rajiv Batra

Ravichandran Venkataraman

I. D. Prasad

Kamal Das

Lokesh Venkataswamy

Prof. Mathukutty Monippally

Nagendra Grandhi

Nishant Raman

Prof. Piyush Sinha

R. K. P. Verma

Rajiv Chilaka

Ravikiran Annaswamy

Indranil Deb

Kamal Kishore Sharma

Prof M. Joshi

Mathew Jacob

Nalini Marthi

Nitesh shah

Poyni Bhatt

R. Raghunandan

Rajiv Madan

Ravin Sanghavi

Irfan Khan

Kamlesh Pande

Prof M.S. Rao

Mayank Srivastava

Namrata Gupta

Nitin Deshpande

Prabha Parthasarathy

R. Ramaraj

Rajiv Malhotra

Ravindra Utgikar

J.V. Ranjit Kovilinkal

Kanchan Kumar

M. S. Subhas

Mayur Bhuva

Namrata Somani

Nitin Gupta

Prabhu Ram

R. R. Hirwani

Rajiv Mehta

Ravindran L.

Jacob Mathew

Kannan Narayanasamy

M. V. Bhaskar

Mehmood Khan

Nandakumar D. V.

Nitin Yadav

Prabuddh Mishra

Rachana

Rajiv Narvekar

Rishabh Gupta

Jagdeesh Khatter

Karthik Chandrasekar

M. V. Shastry

Mehul Mukati

Nandini Mansinghka

Nitul Jyoti Das

Pradeep K. Jaisingh

Raghav Kanoria

Rajjat Gulati

Rishi Raj Gupta

Jagdish Jha

Kartik Jain

Mahendra Swarup

Mehul Shah

Nandini Vaidyanathan

Noby Joseph

Pradeep K. Mittal

Raghu Patri

Rajkumar Phatate

Rishi Thussu

Jasminder Singh

Kaushal Dugar

Mabel Chacko

Milind Borate

Nandu Kulkarni

Noel John de Souza

Pradeep Kamasani

Raghunandan Rajamani

Rajnish Singh

Ritam Bhatnagar

Jay Krishnan

Kaushal Mashruwala

Madan Padaki

Milind Joshi

Narayan Pisharoty

Onkar Pandey

Pradeep Katyal

Raghuram Nanduri

Rakesh Bhatia

Ritesh Khandelwal

Jayashree Rangarajan

Kaushik Gala

Madhav Halbe

Minakshi Batra

Narendra Somani

P. Dinakara Rao

Pradeep Natarajan

Rahul Agarwal

Rakesh Kadian

Ritesh Mehta

J. C. Shukla

Kaushik Mazumdar

Madhukar Parikh

Miten Mehta

Naveen Bhandari

P. K. B. Menon

Pradyot Sahu

Rahul Arya

Rakesh Kumar

Ritu Dubey

Jeenendra Bhandari

Kaustubh Dhargalkar

Madhukar Sinha

Mitesh Sanghvi

Naveen Jha

P. Srinivasa Rao

Pradyumna Dalmia

Rahul Chandra

Ramesh Sinha

Rituraj Juneja

Jeyadev Parthasarathy

Kavita Kaur

Madhukumar Mehta

Mohan Balaji

Naveen Kulkarni

Pankaj Bhargava

Prajakt Raut

Rahul Dubey

Rakesh Pandey

Rohan Shravan

Jhelum Chowdhury

Kavita Pandya

M.V. Shankar

Mohan Kandaswamy

Naveenan Ramachandran

Pankaj Jaju

Prakash Bagri

Rahul Jain

Ram Bhamidi

Rohit Gadia

Jinesh Shah

Kazi Zaman

Madhurima Agarwal

Mohan Pandey

Navin Honagudi

Pankaj Raina

Pooja Mehta

Rahul Khanna

Ramakrishnan R.

Rohit Kilam

Jiten Apte

Kedar Medhi

Maharshee Munshaw

Mohan Sundaram

Navin Kabra

Pankaj Sindwani

Prakash Khanzode

Rahul Nanda

Raman Saxena

Rohit Koshy

Jitender Minhas

Keerthi Laal Kala

Mahesh C. Gupta

Mohana Chattopadhyay

Navneet Singh

Parag Dhol

Pramitha Ramaprakash

Rahul Patwardhan

Ramana Gogula

Rohit Srivastwa

Jitendra Kumar

Ketan R. Patel

Mahesh K. Gupta

Mohit Hira

Nayan Bheda

Parag Jhawar

Pranay Gupta

Rahul V Shah

Ramanan Subramani

Roopali Mehra

Jose Manuel Noronha

Kethaan Parakh

Mahesh Krovvidi

Mohit Malik

Nayan Parikh

Parag Mankeekar

Prasad Vanga

Rahul Verghese

Ramesh Adavi

Roshan Kumar

Joseph Thomas

Kevin Saldanha

Mahua Acharya

Moumita Sen Sarma

Neehar Pathare

Parag Patankar

Prasanna Boni

Rahul Yadav

Ramesh Babu

Ruchir Lahoty

Prof. Joshy Jacob

Kranthi Kiran Vistakula

Mainak Bhatacharya

Mrinalini

Neel Shah

Parag Shah

Prasenjit Kundu

Raj Jain

Vishwanathula

Rukmini Iyer

K. C. Bhushan

Kris Nair

Makarand Phadke

Mudit Ravindrakumar

Neeraj Harlalka

Parameshwar Babu

Prashant Girbane

Raja Sankar

Ramesh Shah

Rupesh Vyas

K. C. Chandresekharan Nair

Krishan Gupta

Makrand Dekhane

Mukesh Agarwal

Neeraj Jain

Paresh N Vasani

Prashant Halari

Prof Rajanish Dass

Ramit Sethi

Ruzan Khambatta

K. Ganesh

Krishna Kumar

Malavika

Mukesh Sharma

Neha Mudaliar

Paresh Vora

Pratap Singh

Rajat Harlalka

Ramu Kennedy

S.B. Sareen

K. Sharat Chandra

Krishna Visvanath Iyer

Manaswini Rath

Prof. Mukesh Sud

Prof. Neharika Vohra

Paritosh Joshi

Prateek Diwan

Rajdeep Sahrawat

Ranga Rao

S. M. Rounaque Mustafa

K. Sreeram

Krishnan Neelakantan

Manav Subodh

Mukta Darera

Neil Salvi

Partho

Prateek Jain

Rajeev Bhatt

Ranjit Kovilinkal

S. P. Joshi

K. Srinivas

Krishnaraj Subramaniam

Mandar Gadkari

Munir Thakur

Nidhi Mathur

Parvathi Menon

Pratik K. Singhi

Rajeev Kumar

Prof Ratan K. K.

S. Sampatth

K. Suresh Kumar

Kunal Kalantri

Maneesh Bhandari

Munish Kumar

Nidhi Saraf

Paul Basil

Pratik P. Surana

Rajeev Mantri

Rati Rajkumar

S. Sudhir Kumar

K. V. Seshasayee

Kunal Mathuria

Mangal D. Karnad

Munish Kumar Gupta

Nikhil Daga

Pavan

Pratik Poddar

Rajeev Shroff

Ratish Nair

S. Thiagarajan
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S. Viswanathan

Sanjay Mehta

Saurabh Singhal

Siddharth Pant

Subbarao Appemane

Swati Sharma

Varun Khaitan

Vinay Rao

S. M. Karuppanchettty

Sanjay Morab

Savan Godiawala

Siddharth Sthalekar

Subhadeep Sanyal

Syama S Peela

Vasan Sowriraja

Vinayak Kamath

Sachin Bid

Sanjay Reddy T.

Selvam Velmurugan

Siddhartha Gupta

Subramanian Balakrishnan

Syed nadeem

Vasant Subramanyan

Vineeth Vijayaraghavan

Amber Maheshwari

Sachin Chavan

Sanjay Singh

Seshadri Mukundan

Sidhartha Vermani

Subrata Mukherjee

T. R. Madan Mohan

Vasudev Avadhani

Vinod Mathur

Anshul Modi

Sachin Gupta

Sanjay Sinha

Shaan Zaveri

Sijo Kuruvilla George

Sudarshan Narayan

T. Ray

Venkatasubramaniam

Vinod Shastri

Aditi Gupta

Sachin Oswal

Sanjay Sinvhal

Shah Vilas

Simi Joshi

Sudhakar Gayakwad

T. Rangarajan

Laxman

Vipin Agarwal

Apoorv Sharma

Sachin Tagra

Sankara Srinivasan

Shailesh Goyal

Sivarajah Ramanathan

Sudhir Krishna

T. S. Panwar

Venkatesan

Vipul Bansal

Ashish Goel

Sachin Tummala

Aiyyathurai

Shailesh Nigam

Sivaramakrishnan

Sudhir Sharma

T. Sanjay Reddy

Lakshminarasimhan

Vipul Kedia

Ashwin Joshi

Sahil Dhowan

Sanjay Vankudre

Shankar A.V.S.B.

Sadasivam

Sudipto Majumdar

T. R. Sreeram

Venkatesh

Vipul Kocher

Charmie Haria

Sainath Gupta

Sanjay Vijaykumar

Shankar Gaur

Sneha Jain

Suhail Kassim

Tanmay Ray

Ananthanarayanan

Vipul Patel

Dilnawaz Khan

Saket Agarwal

Sanjeev Gadre

Shankar Maruwada

Snehal Desai

Sujit Panigrahi

Talha Sareshwala

Venkatesh Bhaskara

Vishal Gandhi

Divya Titus

Saleem Mohammed

Sanjeev Gupta

Shankar M.V.

Somak Ghosh

Sukhmeet Singh

Tanvi Rangwala

Vibhakar Bhushan

Vishal Gondal

Gaurang Singh

Salil Agrawal

Sanjeev Mahajan

Shankar Rele

Somayajulu Garimella

Sukrit Vijayakar

Tarun Kothari

Vidya Sagar

Vishal Jain

Gayatri Ashta

Sameer

Sanjiv Kumar

Shankar Venugopal

Somnath Bharti

Sukriti Saroj

Taslimarif Saiyed

Vijay Anand Bhagavatula

Vishal Mehta

Jagan Karthik

Sameer Dhingra

Sanjiv Shelgikar

Shantanu Neogi

Somnath Chatterjee

Sulakshan Kumar

Tejas Mehta

Vijay Chauthaiwale

Vishal Pandya

Jigar Jivani

Sameer Karmarkar

Sanjoy Sanyal

Shantaram Kane

Sonny Bhatia

Sumantra Naik

Tirthankar Nag

Vijay K N

Vishwadeepak Singh

Mainak Bhattacharya

Sameer Mehta

Sankar Aiyyathurai

Sharad Dalmia

Soumili Das

Sumit Dhanuka

Uday V. Bhende

Vijay Raghavan

Vishwajeet Uddanwadikar

Mohsin Bin Latheef

Sameer Sortur

Sankara Srinivasan

Sharad Singh

Soumitra Bhat

Sumit Karanji

Udian Patel

Vijay Rajagopal

Vishwanathan Sahasranamam

Pranay Gupta

Samir Kumar

Santhosh L. A.

Sharat Chandra K.

Soumitra Sharma

Sunaina Murthy

Umesh Malhotra

Vijay Shukla

Vittalkumar Dhage

Rajesh Jain

Samir Shah

Santhosh Nair

Sharath Coorg

Soumya Sen Sharma

Suneel Bandhu

Umesh Mittal

Vijay Simha Ajarananda

Vivek Durai

Rushabh Shah

Samir Sood

Santhosh Rao

Sharlin Thayil

Sourabh Sachdeva

Sunil

Unmesh Mayekar

Vijayakumar G.

Vivek Joshi

Shashank Rastogi

Sandeep Patel

Santosh Panda

Shashank Sathe

Sreenivas Prabhu

Sunil Agarwal

Upendra Bhatt

Vijayan Anadampillai

Vivek Mohile

Shivani Amin

Sandesh Mestry

Sapan

Sheenu Jain

Srinivasan R.

Sunil Handa

Usha Krishnan

Vijayendra Haryal

Vivek Nair

Supriya Chaubal

Sanjay Anandaram

Prof. Saras D. Sarasvathy

Shikha Kalra

Sreenivasulu Vudayagiri

Sunil Khairnar

Utpal Mistry

Vikas Gupta

Vivek P. Adhia

Swati Pandey

Sanjay Borade

Sarabjeet Singh

Shilpa Malik

Sreenkanth P. S.

Sunil Nikhar

V. C. Karthic

Vikas Kumar

Vivek Prakash

Tanvi Rangwala

Sanjay Chakrabarti

Sarat Luniya

Shirish Kher

Sridhar K.

Sunil R Parekh

V. Chandrasekar

Vikas Malpani

Vivek Singh

Tarun Agarwal

Sanjay Chakraborty

Saravanan

Shirishchandra Chitte

Sridhar Ramanathan

Sunil Shah

V. K. Arora

Vikas Nanda

Vivek Trilokinath

Tina Jobanputra

Sanjay Enishetty

Sundaramoorthy

Shiva Subramaniam

Srijit Menon

Sunitha Viswanathan

V. V. Kumar

Vikas Parasrampuria

Vivek Tuljapurkar

Vijay Singh Rathore

Sanjay Gadhalay

Sasha Mirchandani

Shoaib Ahmed

Srikanth Jadcherla

Supam Maheshwari

V. Chandrasekaran

Vikas Raina

Vivek Vikram Singh

Vineeta Udhani

Sanjay Gohel

Sateesh Andra

Shrey Deb

Srikrishna

Surendra Jain

V. Premnath

Vikram Duggal

William Muir

Yash Joglekar

Sanjay Goel

Sathish Govindarajan

Shreyas Bakshi

Srinath Mukherji

Surendra L.

V. Gopalan

Vikram Gawande

Yash Padhiyar

Dr. A S Rao

Sanjay Gupta

Prof. Satish Jayaram

Shridhar Lolla

Srini Vudayagiri

Suresh Rao

V.V.S.S.B. Shankar

Vikram M Kulkarni

Yash Saxena

Maneesh Bhandari

Sanjay Jadhav

Satish Gokhale

Shridhar Sethuram

Srinivas Thummalapalli

Surjith Singh

Vaibhav Dayal

Vikramaditya Narendra

Yatish

Sanjay Jain

Satish Krishnaraj

Shrikant N Pangarkar

Srinivasa Addepalli

Suryanarayanan

Vaibhav Domkundwar

Vikramjit Mehmi

Yusuf Motiwala

Sanjay Kumar Jain

Satyen Vyas

Shriya Kariappa

Srinivasan K. A.

Suryaprakash Konanuru

Vaibhav Singhal

Vikrant Potnis

Sanjay Kuberkar

Saumyajit Guha

Shruti Shrivastava

Srinivasan Periathiruvadi

Swanubhuti Jain

Vaibhav Tewari

Vilas Shah

Sanjay Kumar Goel

Saurabh Chandra

Shuba Kumar

Srinivasan Rangarajan

Swapnil Gawade

Prof. Vaibhavi Kulkarni

Vinay G. Vaidya

Sanjay Kumar Patel

Saurabh Doshi

Shweta Markandeya

Srinivasan Viswanathan

Swarup Sinha Ray

Varun Arya

Vinay Kumar
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